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Gibbons asks, "How
about a liberal Vice
President?" p g . £ j
Liberty University, Lynchburg, Va

Beck delivers
SMA dream
Student PAC
plans to return
moral values
to America
By KEITH LUDLOW
and SARAH POLLAK
A dream started in November
1995 by SGA President James Beck
is becoming a reality. Beck's polictical action committee, Students for
a Moral America, was unveiled to
Liberty University students in convocation Monday, April 8.
SMA aims to mobilize young

*
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FOR THE LOVE OF HIS
COUNTRY— SMA Political
Director Jeff Coleman leads
the weekly SMA meeting.
people to return moral values to
America's government.
"When you look at the Great
Awakenings, they all started with the
country's youth," said Beck, who is
the group's executive director.
This historical focus was seconded by SMA Political Director
Jeff Coleman.
"In 1996, our nation is being
taught historical revision and alternative lifestyles," Coleman said.
"We want to return the promise of a
nation rooted in truth."
SMA wants to get students
involved in informing voters, sup-
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porting candidates and keeping
elected officials accountable. By
activating students who support
moral values, the group will be
able to lobby candidates to support
these values.
Beck's goals are for the organization to be up and running by August
1996. SMA is working toward registering as a federal 501-C(4) organization. This is a tax designation
that gives the group nonprofit status
without allowing tax-deductible
donations. Such a designation lets
SMA endorse political candidates.
The platform of the budding organization is threefold:
• Sanctity of life — Standing
against suicide, euthanasia and
abortion.
• Individual responsibility —
Being responsible for your own
actions, lifestyle choices and the
needs and care of family.
• Supporting divinely appointed institutions — Including the
church, family, schools, businesses
and government.
Unlike College Republicans,
SMA is willing to endorse any candidate, Republican or Democrat,
who will support these values.
"We want to keep it nonpartisan.
We want to make sure that the organization is not an arm of the
College Republicans or of the
Republican party of Central
Virginia," Coleman said.
Beck said SMA will not duplicate what organizations such as the
Christian Coalition do.
The student group will endorse
candidates and plan on holding the
candidates they support accountable after the election.
"We will stand behind (the candidate) until he sways on the issues
that got him elected," Coleman said.
After Monday's convocation,
SMA began recruiting volunteers
to work on this fall's elections.
"Every time we go to convocation,
we hear that we need to get
involved. OK, now how do we do
that? we ask" Beck said. "SMA is
a way to get involved."
See SMA, Page 3
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Elkins grabs VP slot
By ANDREW LYONS
News Editor

He spent the least amount
of money and had the smallest table — but he got the
biggest number of votes.
With 41 percent of the vote,
Student Sen. Ted Elkins
won the executive vice
presidency Tuesday night.
Current Executive Vice
President Craig Long, who
ran for the SGA presidential
candidacy
uncontested,
received 778 votes.
When asked if he felt
cheated out of a contest
because he lacked an oppenent, Long said, "I was
looking forward to a good
hard dog fight to bring the
best out in me."
SGA President James
Beck, chairman of the
Election Committee, when
asked how Long would
match up to him as presiKeith I.ucllcm/I.IBKKIY CIIAMFION
dent, said, "Craig Long will PUT IT THERE, PAL — Ted Elkins shakes a ment. Elkins won 41 percent of the votes, beating
go far beyond James Beck. friend's hand Tuesday after hearing the announce- John Lowden and Jason Mashburn.
"This year (Craig and I)
set a lot of foundation,"
Lowden had three instances of
been out faithfully just spreading be a senator next semester and
Beck said. "Now, Craig has a bet- the word, getting my name on will definitely be involved in stu- early campaigning, Beck said,
ter grasp of how the whole system people's list," he said.
including placing signs in his dorm
dent government.
works than I had initially coming
When asked what won Elkins a week early and displaying a sign
The election brought out 1,102
into office."
voters. John Lowden received 29 the election, Lowden said he felt off campus. Thefinedid not affect
Elkins said he was surprised he percent of votes, while Jason Elkins had a successful final day the outcome of the election.
According to the election rules,
won the vice presidency. "The last Mashhunv received 20 percent; of- campaigning.
Lowden lost 50 votes as a result any candidate who campaigns
couple months have been like the remaining 10 percent were
walking through a black tunnel," write-in votes. A write-in candi- of campaign violations. Accor- before the allowed date will be
he said. "I had absolutely no idea date is not able to win the election, ding to Lowden, students unrelat- docked a certain number of votes.
ed to his campaign put up signs
according to school rules.
Mashburn was unavailable for
where I stood with the voters."
Regarding his future plans, last Wednesday, two hours before comment regarding the election
Elkins attributed his victory to
results Tuesday night.
his friends' help. "(They) have Lowden said he most likely will active campaigning began.

Long walks uncontested
into SGA presidency
By TIMOTHY J. GIBBONS
Editor in Chief

Craig Long ascended uncontested to
the highest position in Liberty's Student
Government Association Tuesday.
This is the second year he has strolled
into an student government post with no
opposition, the first being his vice-presidential win last year.
"I'm doing what I think I should be
doing," Long said after the election. "You
just have to follow God's will, and what
others do, they do."
Dean of Student Life Mike Stewart
said he wasn't dismayed at the uncontestKeith LUCIIOW/UBKKTY CHAMPION
ed election.
AN EASY VICTORY — Craig Long casually
"It says a lot about Craig," he said.
shows up for the election results Tuesday.
"Once people found out Craig was running, a lot of people (opted out)."
Contested elections are more exciting,
however, Stewart acknowledged.
"It gets the students' interest up," the
Sophomore Ted Elkins, plans to graduate in 1998
dean said.
from West Palm Beach, and go to law school.
This lack of excitement inherent in
Fla., said he ran for exec"I have certain aspiranon-contested student elections was disutive vice president tions of becoming inplayed in a lower voter turnout compared
because he enjoys work- volved in politics down
to last year's election. A total of 1,102
ing in SGA and would the road, but I realize that votes were cast this year, compared to
like to pursue a higher the Lord could have total- last year's 1,546.
level of involvement.
ly different plans for me,"
Long received 778 voles this year,
Elkins, a senator and Elkins said. "I am willing about 300 less than the 1,081 he garnered
chainnan of the imple- to do whatever his plan
in last year's vice-presidential race.
mentation committee, might be."
Long said his main presidential goal

Elkins aims high

will be working with the Student Senate
to get their ideas and bills passed through
the administration.
"I'm not promising a bunch of stuff.
It's really the Senate that does the work,"
he said. "They generate the ideas.
"I promised to represent them thoroughly to the administration."
New Executive Vice President Ted
Elkins said his goals are also to work
with Senate, which he will head.
"I plan to make the highest use of
potential in the Senate," he said.
Although Long en-ddrsed the defeated
Jason Mashburn for the vice presidency,
he said he didn't foresee any problems
working with Elkins. "I've worked with
him in Senate all year," he said.
Long said he endorsed Mashburn
because he thought the senator would win
the vice presidency.
"I looked at (Ted's) organization and
didn't see a whole lot," Long said, referring to the volunteers each candidate had
working for him.
"BoUi of them are qualified."
Long will be appointing a new vice
president of student services sometime in
the next few weeks, Stewart said. No one
ran for the position, which is currently
occupied by Cody Martin.
The constitutional procedure for filling
an uncontested vacancy is unclear, Stewart
said, and must be worked out.

Regents take annual LU tour
"It gives us the opportunity to do
something
special for the regents,"
Editor in Chief
LU President A. Pierre Guillermin
Those responsible for determin- said about the regent's annual
ing the course of Liberty's future weekend visit.
met this past weekend to discuss six
The topics the regents considered
issues concerning the school.
during their business meeting were:
• B.R. Lakin scholarships
The 750 members of die Board
• adult education
Of Regents came to 1 .ynchburg for
• no tenure policy
their annual meeting, which
included a two-hour business ses• expansion of laboratories
sion Saturday.
• open admissions

By TIMOTHY J. GIBBONS

Kfllli LuUlow/LUtKKIY OlAMHON

BUNCH O' JESUS FREAKS — Toby MeKeehan and DC
Talk's guitarist belt out a DC Talk classic during their
Friday night concert.

• criticalfinancialneeds
The regents vote on these issues,
widi Uieir ballots due in about a
week, said Sharon Hartless,
Guillennin's executive assistant.
The actions voted on by the regents
will be presented to the board of
trustees, which will review them
and make final decisions.
The board of trustees next meets
mound the time of graudualion.
Also during the weekend visit,

the regents loured campus, ate in
[hfi Reber-Thomas Dining Hall and
attended a performance by the
King's Players.
"All of die comments I heard
were good," said Nicole Spencer of
Liberty's Regents office.
The Board of Regents will not
meel again until around Haster time
next year.
"They were very delighted with
what they saw," Guillermin said.
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Hundreds pray
By GREGORY MORRIS
Champion Reporter

Hundreds of students gathered at
the Prayer Chapel from 10 p.m.
Wednesday night through 8 a.m.
Thursday morning for the 11th annual Easter all-night prayer vigil.
Students were invited to come to

Paul Kamlrakt/lJBRKrv CHAMPION

AT GOD'S FEET — A student
participates in the prayer vigil.

the chapel and spend the night, but
each hall was also assigned a specific
hour to come for prayer and Bible
reading. The attendance averaged at
more than 100 people every hour.
Campus Pastor Dwayne Carson
reported that about 25 people stayed
the entire night. "It was very successful," he said.
According to freshman Jeremy
Emory, the night was "a good time to
get close to the Lord."
"I realized I needed to put God
more in my life and that prayer is
very important," Emory said.
Carson said one of the purposes of
having a night of prayer is to give the
students a means of demonstrating a
serious commitment to God.
Referring to the examples of Paul's
and Jesus' nights of prayer, he said
"This is a time of sacrifice."
"The biggest reward I have
received has been students coming up
to me and saying that this is what
they have needed," Carson said.

ear
• kite-Night Activities
~-Friday, April 12: the latenight activities will be skating,
bcirwling and putt-putt from 11:30
p.m. to 1:30 ajn.
Skating will be at the Skateland
on Graves Mill Road, The $3.50
cost includes skates.
The cost for unlimited bowling
at AMF Lynchburg Bowl is $6.25,
r^m-ptttt will be at Putt-Putt
Golf and Games on Timberiake
Road. The cost for unlimited golf
is $2. The cost for eight tokens is
$1 and Gc^Cartridesare S2.

shown on the mansion
lawnfrom7 p.m. to 1 a m
• Crucible — This DK David
Allison-directed play will be performed
Thursday
through
Saturdays April 11,12,13 and 18,
19, 20 at 7:30 pjru in the Lloyd
Auditorium. For more information call 582-2085.

Lloyd hosts witch trials
In an attempt to seek recompense for the wrongs she feeis
the community has done her,
Abigail accuses Proctor's wife
and others in the Salem town of
witchery, the penalty for which
is death.
"I've always been mystified
about the witch trials," Carpenter
said, "and this play offers fresh
insight into history in an intense
and emotional way."
Sophomore Stephanie Radaker, who plays the role of Betty
Parris, said, "'The Crucible' is a

fear, they act irrationally."
The play will be performed on
Champion Reporter
April 11, 12, 13, 18, 19 and 20.
Allison said one reason he chose
The
Liberty
University
Department of Fine Arts will this play was staging. "Usually, the
present "Die Crucible," a histor- Lloyd Auditorium is set proceniutn
ical drama depicting the Salem style with the audience on one side
witch trials.
and the actors on the other. This
According to Dr. David play allows us to use a thrust stage
Allison, director of "The .format, which puts the audience on
Crucible,"
three sides
the
"The play is "I've always been mystified of
s
t
a
g
e
.
concerned
about
the
witch
trials,
and
T
h
i
s
with
the
need
for this play offers fresh insight means that
are
honesty and
into history in an intense there
no
bad
integrity. It
and emotional way.1»
seats."
deals with
Set in
moral issues
Stephanie Carpenter S a l e m ,
and the con———--— Mass., in
sequences~
1690, the play centers around
of moral failure,
"'The Crucible' is considered outcast orphan Abigail Williams,
one of the greatest modern played by Stephanie Carpenter.
American plays, written by the Abigail goes to work for a man
famous American author, Arthur in the community, John Proctor,
Miller," Allison said. "It's a who is played by junior Steven
very theatrical piece with good Kyle. Proctor has an affair with
acting parts. It's basically a Abigail, but leaves her for his
drama about hysteria — how wife, Elizabeth, played by senior
when people are motivated by Syndi Bellamy.
By CHANNtNG SCHNEIDER

fast-moving, interesting play
about the lies people believe.
'It's not outdated. You will not
find it boring. In fact, it's filled
with adventure, suspense, deceit
— all of the things a movie
would have," Radaker said.
Arthur Miller, who wrote "The
Crucible," said about his work:
"I am trying to define what a
human being should be, how he
can survive in today's society
without having to appear to be a
different person from what he
basically is."

jMwn (Jhrlstofl/l.iBKRTY CHAMPION

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT — Cast members for "The
Crucible" ready for this week's performances.

School changes registration system
Students register according to number
of credit hours, not classification

• Convocation Schedule —
—Wednesday, April 10: Dick
Pumell
—Friday, April 12: Dr. Falwell
—Monday, April 15: Dr.
• Flicjks -~ Toy Story will be George Theis

ByMAINAMWAURA
Champion Reporter

The photographer of softball picture published in the March 26 issue was
incorrecUy identified. The photographer was Michael Nelson.

When students registered this
semester, they may have noticed
a change.
In previous years, a student would
register according to his or her classification as freshman, sophomore,
junior or senior.
With the new method of registra-

would have to wait until it was time Grant offers.
for their classification to register.
"I like the name change, because
Boothe said registering according it matches up with how much finantion, students are registering accord- to the academic level allows every- cial aid you can receive," David
Friend said.
ing to levels, based upon how many body to move at an equal pace."
credit hours they have.
"1 don't like it at all. Everybody
The new level system also
"(The changes) had to do with matches the government financial knows what classification means,
last semester students who would aid system when it comes to stu- but nobody knows what level they
have had to wait to register," dents receiving loans and Pell are," Andy Miskell said.
Registration Director Barbara
Boothe said.
In previous years, even if students
were one or two credit hours away
from the next classification, they
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• 5th Street & Park Ave, 528-2333

Dr. Bert Peterson, Optometrist

• Route 2 2 1 , 385-8966

n

239-6000
With. Irving Edelsberg, O.D.
Dine by The Lake On Great Steaks
• Seafood & Gourmet Salad Bar
Dinner • Weddings • Receptions • Parties

and Optical World Optometrists
(Next to J.C. Penney in River Ridge Mall)

$89 for most clear, soft or disposable
Contact Lenses and Exam

Open For
Lunch and
Dinner

with this coupon

tmiXtB

Great for
Receptions or
Parties

RESTAURANT

10 Minutes from L'burg
on US 460 East

n
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Be a part of our team in the Midsouth Region
reaching over 100,000 lives in America!
Over 300 missionaries strong
Church planting
Home Bible studies
Vacation Bible Schools

+

FILL:

Christian camping
Sunday Schools
Evangelization &
discipleship

$15.05

FREE Airbrush With Coupon

P h o n e #: 23U-G343
Walk-Ins Woleoiuo

American Missionary Fellowship
Ronald Hoffman
613 Douglas Bend Rd., Gallatin, TN 37066
615-230-8434

Located Across from Tnco Hell
o
on Candlers Mt. Itoail Wards Rd.

4121 Boonsboro Rd., 384-5868

With LU ID Get:
Oil, Lube, and Filter
for $18.95
on Most vehicles

§

• Free preventive maintenance check on request

993-2475

Grand Opening!
DO YOU HAVE A HEARTBEAT FOR AMERICA?
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MINDBOGGLE )
Free
at
Mindboggle
Video Arcade

GLE
Arcades

River Ridge Mall
($.50 value, limit one per person per day)
Exp: 4-30-96 Sun. - Thurs. only
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EARN EXTRA CASHWHILE HELPING OTHERS!

u^bsoke

Lynchburg Plasma Company, Inc.

- s ^ * "V/i

Wedding • Pageant
Formal

Bridal &
Formal

Largest Selection,
of Dresses &
Shoes in Stock

A Seramune Company

v
• WEDDING GOWNS
L
TUXEDO -y • BRIDESMAIDS
RENTALS > • PROM/PAGEANT
$ ^ 9 5 5>' M-O-B, FLOWER GIRL
4 2 r • SHOES, INVITATIONS.
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EARN $35* FIRST WEEK

I

Open 9:00am-5:00pm Monday thru Friday
Saturday 8:00am-4:00pm
Fort Hill Village Lynchburg, VA 24502

(804) 239-0769

|

for New Donors with this
coupon

EARN $25* EVERY WEEK AFTER
*MUST DONATE TWICE IN ONE CALENDAR WEEK

EARN $2.00

I

EARN $5.00

| for Returning Donors who have I
•not given for one month or bring •
us a New Donor.
I LYNCHBURG PLASMA CO.

i

u

(804) 239-0769
NO EXP.

I
J

528-0543
k

645 Oakley Ave. (Off Memorial. Near Food Lion)

"LYNCHBURG'S FORMAL ADDRESS"
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Debaters end season
By JON SWENSON
Champion Reporter

Liberty University's varsity
debate team traveled to Wake
Forest University and debated in
the 50th annual National Debate
Tournament March 29-April 1.
Layla Hinton and Bill Lawrence
finished in the top seven, and John
Barr and R.J Snell finished 28th
out of the 78 teams competing at
the tournament.
"The results of the tournament
were better than last year but were
a little disappointing," Head Coach
Brett O'Donnell said.
The team had expected to do
better and thought it was possible
to win the tournament. "Liberty
had so much success at the
American Debate Association's
national tournament that it caused
them to go into the NDT too comfortable, putting less work into the
tournament," O'Donnell said.

Hinton and Lawrence went 5-3,
Since they did not get that one
and received 14 judges' ballots and extra win, they placed 28th overall.
lost in elimination rounds to Wake
Teams that Liberty beat at the
Forest University.
tournament include Baylor, Boston
A judges' ballot is an individual College, Iowa, George Mason
judge's decision regarding who University and the University of
won the round.
Southern California.
"We had m^m—^•MBHMBH•B^H
"Many of the
favorite teams
the strategy to
"One more win and
win but a
,
, _
.
were knocked
/rw.
minor mis(Hinton and Lawrence)
o u t early in
take cost us
the round," would have been in the top elimination
16 of the tournament..."
Lawrence
rounds, which
said.
— R. J. Snell gave some
Despite the
teams that
Varsity Debate Team were not exdisappointing
loss, Hinton ^ _ ^ _ _ _ _ _
pected to win
and Law-rence were ranked 13th Snell said.
a chance,"
out of the teams in the nation for
Some of the teams that were
the year. Barr and Snell went 4-4 unexpectedly knocked out early
and received 14 ballots.
were Wake Forest, Dartmouth,
"This was our best tournament North-western and Michigan.
of the year. One more win and we
Emory University unexpectwould have been in the top 16 of edly won the NDT this year,
the tournament," Snell said.
despite the fact that Liberty beat

the team this year.
The NDT is an end-of-the-ycar
national tournament, in which
only the top 78 teams in the country are selected to go.
The winner of this tournament
is deemed the best individual
debate team in the country.
However, that team's accomplishment would not make the
university the No. 1 overall
team in the nation.
Usually schools concentrate
their efforts on winning either
the individual competition or the
overall team competition. There
are very few schools that can
compete to win in both individual and overall categories.
Last year Liberty rankedfirstof
overall teams."When I took over
this program, our goal was to win
the overall rankings, but next year
when we host the NDT at Liberty,
we will be in the position to do
both," O'Donnell said.

T e a m anticipates
another NDT victory
m

The Liberty debate team is on The standings are:
the verge of winning the NDT
1. Liberty University
rankings for the second consecu418
tive year.
2.
Mary Washington College
"We feel we were far enough
294
ahead to win the NDT overall
3.
U.S. Naval Academy
rankings before the NDT tourna264
ment, but we will not find out till
4. George Mason University
two weeks from now," Coach Brett
252
O'Donnell said.
5.
Boston College
O'Donnell said Liberty's placing
230
No. 1 in the American Debate
6. James Madison University
Association's rankings is a good
189
indicator of how well the team will
7.
George
Washington University
do in the NDT rankings.
149
In the NDT and the ADA tourna8. Wake Forest University
ment points are awarded to schools par156
ticipating. The NDT gives points to a
9.
Methodist
College
school for how well the top two teams
154
do throughout all three divisions.
10. King's College
90
—/on Swenson

New bill allows room change
approval to move in.
The RA will process the paperwork through the RD, who will
then turn it in to the dean's office.
Because students will be receiving approval from the RA, they
must remain on the same hall.
By KEITH LUDLOW
Such room changes will only be
Champion Reporter
allowed the first month of the
Students who want to change semester.
The constitution amendment bill
rooms next semester will meet less
(SRF-9605)
approved the new
resistance if a bill passed by
Student
Government
Association
Senate last Thursday gets the
constitution.
administration's approval.
This is the third new constituThe Senate also unanimously
tion
SGA has submitted in the last
approved a bill containing amendthree
years.
ments to the constitution Thursday.
Previous vice presidents Andy
The room-change bill (SRFPederson and
9604) is aimed
at changing the "A lot of people mentioned Jay Williams
both created
approval
that they put in requests
new constituprocess
to
make it quicker for a room change, and it tions during
their adminisfor
students took them a month to get
trations.
who only want
them approved."
Accordto move to a
ing to curdifferent room
—JohriTFefguson rent SGA
on their hall.
Student Senator vice presiAccording to
—
—
dent Craig
the
bill's
^
—^
author, John Ferguson, the current Long, these constitutions were
process for changing rooms is a ambiguous and difficult to understand. "It was just a mass of conlong one.
"A lot of people mentioned to fusion," he said.
The new constitution includes
me that they put in requests for a
room change, and it took them as both minor and major changes.
Minor changes were mostly
long as a month to get them
changes in diction and language
approved," he said.
Under this new change, stu- aimed at reducing the problem of
dents who find an empty bed in confusion about the ambiguous
another room on their hall will wording of some of the current
only need to get their RA's constitution.

Senate sends bill
to administration,
makes amends

IN HONOR OF
SECRETARY
BROWN
—
The
courtyard's flag flies
at half staff in
memory
of
Secretary
of
Commerce Ron
Brown. Brown
died in a plane
crash outside of
Croatia.
Experts are still
not sure what
caused the crash.
Ted Wool for d/LmEHTv CHAMPION

SMA comes to LU
Continued from Page One
SMA's focus will be limited this
year to Virginia's 5th Congressional
District and the presidential race.
The group is not seeking members
until it is finished registering as a
political action committee and
receives its 501-C(4) status. Until
then, Beck said students could help
SMA by participating in voter registration drives and direct mail and
door-to-door campaigns.
Although SMA was founded by
LU students, the organization has no
affiliation with the university. SMA
eventually wants to expand to other
schools such as Hillsdale College,

Wheaton College, Grove City
College and Geneva College.
Within the next 10 years SMA
hopes to add an educational program and a national mentoring program to the organization. This will
help the group educate students
about governmental procedure and
SMA's view of America's destiny,
Coleman said.
The organizers of the fledgling
group feel that mobilizing college
students is the only way to change
the nation.
"It's about our faith, our country
and our children. This is now our
fight. It begins with our generation
and starts now," Beck said.

<>•.
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MOVING ON
TO BIGGER
THINGS —
SGA
Vice
President
Craig Long
addresses
Senate conc e r n i ng
changes made
to the new
constitution in
his last meating
before
I being elected
president.

Constitutional Changes
Major items changed in the
new constitution include these
four things:
• Amendments require a threefourths majority vote of the
Rules Committee and Student
Senate rather than the previous
two-thirds vote.
• In the impeaelnnent process, a
majorily vote Is no longer required
by the Executive Committee.
Instead,
the
Executive

Committee simply makes disciplinary recommendations to the
Rules and Judicial Committee.
• The Secretary of Treasurer
position was removed from the
Student Government structure.
»The positions of Secretary of
Education and Secretary of Class
Programs were removed from the
president's cabinet.
—Keith Ludlow
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To Place
a Classified
Ad
Call
Mr.
Davis
at Ext £3
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A PLUS
STORAGE
SELF SERVICE • 24 HOURS A DAY
16 to 220 Sq. Ft. with High Ceilings

Show your Graduate
how proud, uou are of
them bg placing a speciaD
graduation
ad in

the Champion.
Our Cast issue, on sApriC 30th,
wuX contain special messages
from family anct friends to
graduates. To have your message
printed, please contact !Mr. Davis
at 804-582-2128. The deadline to
receive messages a n d p a y m e n t is
A.pr\i 16th.

CD
The Liberty

S822128

Champion
Liberty's Voitw

X04.5X2.2I2X
Fax: X04.5X2.2420
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Bucharest renovates palace

Mexico condemns L.A. police
The Mexican government has
condemned a Los Angeles police
attack on two illegal immigrants.
TV news helicopters captured
the beating of two Mexican immigrants in broad daylight Monday.
Sheriff's deputies chased down
the pickup crammed with people
suspected of sneaking across the
border. During the chase, the
battered pickup reached speeds
of 100 mph.
"People inside were throwing
things at officers in the chase and
at other cars, hitting some of

them," Sheriff Sgt. Mark
Lohman said.
When the truck finally stopped,
one deputy began to club the driver on the back and shoulders.
When a woman got out of the
cab, the same officer beat her with
the baton and then grabbed her by
the hair and pulled her to die
ground.
Neither person appeared to
resist or attempt to get away from
the white officers.
A film of the beatings was
shown repeatedly on television in

Mexico and the United
States, provoking an outcry
from human rights activists.
Mexico's Department of
Foreign Relations has demanded
an investigation by the Justice
Department.
Hector Brolo, national president of the Mexican American
Political Association, said, "We
will not rest until these people are
arrested. I'm firmly convinced
this was racially motivated."

World
News

— Channing Schneider

The citizens of Bucharest
)
are trying to turn the People's
Palace into a workable building for all of Romania.
An international design
competition is being held to
decide what should be done
with the palace.
While constructing the palace
in the early 1980s, Communist
dictator Nicolae Ceausescu used
700 architects and tore down 14
churches and monasteries and
private homes. Now, the people
of the city wish to rid them-

selves of the bad memories and
make better use of his palace.
According to Vice President
Mariana Celac, the building is
like a wound, an area of
destruction and violence Uiat
needs to heal.
When the Ceausescu family
was executed in 1989, only 60 percent of the palace was complete.
The halls are now used for conferences and business meetings.
The Romanian Parliament is
expected to move into the palace,
but opposing parties are not in

favor of the move.
The Society of Architects in
Bucharest wants the competition to make the area around the
palace useful. So far, the only
ideas that have been submitted
are to tear down the palace or to
make it into an amusement park.
The jury that will decide on
the entries in the first round of
judging comprises architects
from the United States, Italy,
France and Britain.
— Ginger Gillenwater

Abortion
pill hits
the States
The United States now has a
drug that will make having an
aborion much easier.
Although the drug is not
approved by the Food and Drug
Administration, some women
have already begun to use it. The
drug, methotroxacate, is similar to
the French abortion pill RU 486.
This type of abortion can only
be used in the first trimester.
There are two steps involved: the
woman is given an injection and,
about a week later, she is given a
drug to rid her body of the fetus.
Alexander Sanger, director of
Planned Parenthood, told the New
York Times that Planned Parenthood
hopes to being doing these chemical
abortions in some clinics by June.
The National Abortion Federation must decide whether or not it
should be used at six or eight
weeks and whether or not the
woman can go home after the
injection and pass the fetus. Some
woman who have taken part in
clinical trials say they were bothered by waiting to expel the fetus
and in confronting the reality of
what passes out of their body".
The cost of the two drugs
involved would come to less than
$10, but with doctor costs the
price could be at least $300.
— Gregory Morris
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SGA elections — let's stop
apathy dead in its tracks
Block Party time seemed to have hit DeMoss early last week
when the candidates began their frenzied campaigns to win what
boils down to a school-wide popularity contest.
One interesting observation gleaned from poster-watching:
there weren't that many candidates from whom to choose.
In contrast to last spring's highly contested quest for the
executive office of LLPs student government, current Executive
Vice President Craig Long is the only person seeking election.
He was the only student — but of a campus of more than
5,000 — who decided to run for president
What does that say about Liberty's student body?
Either Long is regarded with pure awe among his colleagues,
or our students are a bit apathetic. Though Long is probably a
well-respected individual, he shouldn't have run unopposed.
Someone should have taken the initiative and challenged him.
Somewhere on this campus, there must have been one or two
persons who also had original ideas and real solutions. But
unfortunately, those people didn't care enough to campaign.
And when someone runs unopposed as Long did, he doesn't
have to campaign.
Unlike the vice-presidential candidates, Long didn't have to
present a platform, defend his views or convince the voters that
he is truly the best person for the job.
Students need a person who excites them with ideas and spurs
them to care. When the student body is apathetic about running,
the candidate can be apathetic about presenting himself.
Even so, Liberty students shouldn't lose heart.
Long has a year in which to demonstrate if he has the stuff
necessary to make a good president. If he does well, he might
inspire someone to take a stab at filling his shoes next year.
If, on the other hand, his administration proves itself to be
lacking, mayhap students will be spurred to fix whatever mistakes are made and move the Student Government Association
onward and upward.
The vice-presidential slot was contested, and during that contest each candidate ~- including the winner—made promises
concerning the position to which he was aspiring. We must hold
him responsible; we must ask questions and demand results. After
all, next year it might be his name on the presidential ballot.
Students can make a difference, but to do so they must get
involved in their student government by voting, by running and
by serving as watchdogs.
After all, if we students don't care about Liberty University,
how can we expect our elected officials to?

Passage of the week...
"And behold there was a great earthquake: for the angel of the
Lord descended from heaven and came and rolled back the stone
from the door and sat upon it.
"His countanance was like lightning, and his raiment white as
snow. And for fear of him'the keepers did shake, and became as
dead men.
"And the angel answered and said unto the women, 'Fear not
ye; for I know that ye seek Jesus, which was crucified.
"*He is not here: for he is risen, as he said. Come, see the place
where the Lord lay,
'"And go quickly, and tell his disciples that he is risen from the
dead; and behold, he goeth before you into Galilee; there shall ye
see him: lo, I have told you."' (Matthew 28:2-7).
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hat's so wrong with having a liberal
Republican as vice president?
Bob Dole has sewn up the nomination, and
concerned voters and the media are now gazing long and hard at
the vice presidency.
Out of the tumult surrounding the process
has come a cry: Dole
had better not pick a
liberal Republican for
his running mate
And, gende reader,
I must ask why not? TIMOTHY J.
Is having a leftish GIBBONS
Republican
really
^^^^^^^^^^m
that bad? Is it that horrible to stick in a man
who feels Democrats are only naughtiness
incarnate, not personified evil?
Pat Buchanan thinks so. Pat has promised to
make a stink if Dole so much as looks at a candidate more liberal than he is. And many conservatives — or at least ones I' ve spoken to on
campus — agree with him. I've heard people
threaten to boycott the election if the slot isn't
occupied by a Rush Limbaugh clone.
I don't get it.
I can understand the sound and fury over the
presidential nomination.
When candidates such as Lamar Alexander
and Steve Forbes are labeled "pro-abortion,"
pro-life voters are going to get excited — and
are going to do all they can to make sure the
most powerful leader in the world doesn't support the slaughter of innocents.
In America, we speak loudly about shelWhen the economy is being drained by libown in Texas, there's a man behind
tering our nation's children. We want more
eral financial policies, financial conservatives
bars who is begging to stay there.
are going to get pretty heated over presidential
Larry Don McQuay has molested more money for education. We need funds for
candidates who are soft on budgetary restraint.
than 240 children. He's a confessed school lunches. We can feed them, clothe
That's a good thing.
pedophile. He even calls himself a monster. them and teach them. But we don't protect
And, he says, if he gets another chance, them in some of the most basic ways.
Abortion is an issue against which
he will assault more boys and girls.
Christians must stand — and somebody has to
Instead, we leave them to be pounced on
But that's not the worst of it.
fix the damage resulting from the havoc
by wolfs and hunted like prey -r- all
Under Texas state law, McQuay will be because of an ill-thought-out law and a
Clinton has wrought during his term. After
released from prison. This man
having such a blatant abortion supporter in the
perverted view of justice.
has served six years of an eightOval Office for the past four years, it is imperDon't talk to me about prison
year sentence after being convictative that conservatives take it back.
overcrowding. Don't think
ed for molesting a 6-year-old boy
about complaining about the
The economy, likewise, can't stand a drubin San Antonio.
cost of building more prisons.
bing like it received from the current adminisIronically, he is scheduled to be
Don't you dare advocate the
tration. A tax-and-spend president could
released for good behavior.
rights of repeat offenders.
destroy the job market you and I are entering.
Somebody please tell me —
The discomfort of a few prisIronically, though, supporting a Colin
where is the justice in America's
oners in cramped quarters
Powell or Aden Specter — candidates whose
MICHELLE
judicial system?
doesn't bother me in the least.
conservative credentials are lacking — for vice
Now I'm no judicial whiz, and FANNIN
Building more prisons doesn't president might be the best way to get a conI don't claim to know the inner ^ ^ ^ ™
cause me to gasp and clutch my
servative in the Oval Office. The veep position
workings of a parole board. Yet I do know wallet. And I don't feel sorry for violent
can be used as a conciliatory move, as a bribe
that unleashing such a sicko onto a state monsters who have made a life out of ruinto attract liberal Republican voters.
full of innocent children is one of the most ing others.
I can hear the cries now. "Compromise."
disgusting things I've ever heard.
If you want to reform the judicial system,
"Heresy." "He's talking like a politician."
It makes my stomack retch to think that let's talk about the thousands of children
Yes, choosing a running mate to get voters
somehow, somewhere, the system that was who won't have a childhood because of
is compromising. But that's what politics is.
intended to protect the innocent, punish the men and women like McQuay. Let's talk
In order for Dole to get the White House, he
guilty and promote justice for all has gone about ruined lives and broken bodies. Let's
may have to work with someone he doesn't
this far awry.
talk about retribution — plain and simple.
really agree with — someone whom we as
We seem to care more about the rights
Our nation's judicial system shouldn't
Christians couldn't support for the big job.
of the guilty than we do about the rights of be in the business of facilitating the lives
So what, gende reader? This is the vice presthe violated.
of felons.
ident we're talking about His main job is cerKeep in mind, McQuay's guilt isn't in
It's time that our nation's prisons
emonial dinners and funerals. He doesn't
question here. He has admitted — freely — became a place of punishment. It ought
decide domestic policy; he doesn't make decito molesting children. He has already been be harder to "do the time" than it is to "do
sions concerning abortion or the budget.
convicted. He has even petitioned to be the crime." And if felons who are up for
In short, he doesn't do much of anything —
castrated. The man is a criminal of the parole still appear to be dangerous, then I
and when you don't do much of anything, you
worst kind.
have a solution — don't let them out!
don't have to be a little to the right of
McCarthy to hold the job.
Take it from McQuay, "I got away with
Yet he's going to be rewarded for being
molesting over 240 children before getIt basically comes down to this: I would prea nice guy in the big house?
ting caught for molesting just one little
fer a conservative president with a liberal veep
As Dianne Clements, president of
since the alternative is to have the entire execJustice For All told the Washington Times, boy. With all that I have coldheartedly
utive branch under control of liberal wackos.
"It's frustrating, frightening, aggravating, learned while in prison, there is no way
dial I will ever be caught again."
That's something the country — and conillogical."
Scary, isn't it?
servatives — doesn't need.
It's also downright sick.

Justice for whom? U.S. must
protect children, society
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What's so
oheccD&EtMW^!}
bad about
jHAuk-yoo, emcee.
TO Tm uewiesi v^t4&> a liberal?

The Liberty Champion encourages members of die community to submit letters to the
editor on any subject.
Letters should not exceed 400 words and
must be typed and signed. Letters appearing
in the Liberty Forum do not necessarily represent the views of die Champion's editorial
board or Liberty University.
Also, all articles, except editorials, bear the
endorsement of the audior, solely.
All material submitted becomes die property of the Liberty Champion. Ihe Champion
reserves die right lo accept, reject, or edit any
letter received, according to the Clmmpion
stylebook, taste and Liberty University mission statement. The deadline for letters is 6
p.m. Wednesday.
Please address all letters to "liditor, die
Champion" and drop diem off in 1)11 113 or
mail to: Liberty Champion, Liberty
University, Box 20000, Lynchburg, VA
24506-8001.

Beware di association; be proud of your
university and the things for which it stands

A

casually move to a rival firm to garner an
man in the library where my mother
increase in rank or salary. Sports stars trade in
works found out she had a son in college
their uniforms each year, as the teams themand asked her how I was doing. She told him
selves nonchalandy bounce from city to city.
about my school life and how involved I was
Job security is a thing of the
in several local political and social
past as businesses sacrifice
activities. He was openly enthusiasemployee loyalty for efficiency.
tic about this, saying how important
The result is a growing distance
it was for people to be involved.
between individuals and the
Then he asked where I went to
institutions diey represent.
school. "Liberty University," she
This trend is now creeping quisaid. Ilie liberal Democrat's face
edy into our colleges and unifell. In one moment he had gone
versities. Students walk around
from thinking of me as an involved
sporting sweaters and caps of
college student to viewing me as a TOM
other schools — sometimes even
fire-breathing,
Bible-thumping, 1NKEL
competitors of their own school.
right-winger. I low would you feel if
Many transfer from school lo school or shutdiis happened to you? Chances are, some of
tle among different majors, not committing to
you would be embarrassed and apologetic.
anything. Division 1 adilelics ;tre so intense
Many institutions are hurl by such a sense
dial players sometimes become mentally disof separation and lack of identity with die
lanced from die schoolmates they represent.
organization on the part of its members. You
When students no longer have loyalty to
may have already been lulled into this mendieir school and classmates, die institution
udity: a sense of detachment from your
loses an important facet and seems weak.
school and what it represents.
This is especially true of an institution such
This altitude is prevalent in die professional
as Liberty, which is founded on its students
world. Personnel from one corporation will

unity as Christians. If I told the guy in my
mother's library that I thought everything LU
stood for was a joke, Liberty — and I —
would have lost a lost of credibility.
Not identifying with one's school hurts
morale — the morale of classmates, of professors and of the school as a whole. It is hard
to be involved in and loyal to something diat
the people around you mock. In a demoralized school, people are not involved in
extracurricular activities; few have organized
hobbies. Such demoralization leads to even
greater disassociation.
Look at yourself. Is.this you? Are you
demoralizing diose around you?
Students who are having trouble widi this
problem need to act now, as plans are being
made for next year. Find people who are
involved. Find students who are motivated by
what the school stands for and join widi them
in active clubs and creative activities.
Those who still.can't get excited about
what Liberty has to offer, should perhaps
for a new school, one closer to dieir beliefs
and motivations.
They owe it to dieir university.
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Smokers shouldn't blame manufacturers
Cigarette makers
aren't responsible
for illnesses
By TONY WITTRIKN
Champion Reporter

The tobacco wars may be healing up. with as many as nine
stales jumping into a lawsuit
against eigarette manufacturers to
recover health-care costs associated with smoking.
State governments are suing the
tobacco companies tor damages
brought on by excessive use by its
customers.
Does this mean that people can
smoke their heads oil and not pay
for their own medical care? Does
this mean that the tobacco companies will pay for the damage that
excessive smokers have brought
on themselves?
Let's forget for a few moments
about the other issues related to
this particular matter. The point
in question here is whether tobacco companies should be held
liable for the deliberate excessive

use of their products, namely cigarettes, by consumers.
The U.S. Surgeon General
decreed in I(>d7 that smoking is
harmful to a person's health and
mandated that all tobacco manufacturers put a "Surgeon General's
Warning" on every pack of cigarettes. It was generally thought
that the public would gel the message and that people who smoked
would cut back. It was assumed
that those who didn't smoke
wouldn't start. This presumption
proved to be wrong.
It is now 1')%. and smokers still
haven't gotten the message.
However, it is not the fault of cigarette manufacturers that people's
attitudes about smoking haven't
stopped them from starling and
continuing to smoke.
After all, every major cigarette
manufacturer, including Virginia's
own Philip Morris Co., has repeatedly complied with every governmentmandated regulation and has even
conducted or sponsored their own
anti-smoking ad campaigns.
Ironically, if those states participating in this class action lawsuit
against the tobacco companies
really wanted to recoup the costs

of health care for
those negligent citizens, all they would
have to do is raise the
amount of tax collected on every pack
and voila! instant
cash.
Also, by increasing
the amount of lax and
raising cigarette pack
prices, smokers might
just listen with their
poeketbooks and cut
back on smoking.
Of course, they
would still have the
choice to pay more to
smoke: a choice for
which tobacco companies cannot be held
responsible.
Smoking cigarettes
is a choice and a vice
that people continue to entertain
simply because they like doing it.
Many smokers claim that they cannot quit because of the physical
and psychological problems associated with nicotine withdrawal.
But it certainly is possible for
those habitual smokers to quit;
they simply choose not to.
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Instead of being concerned with
self-control and personal responsibility, many smokers have shifted
that responsibility to the slate governments. And now, Ihe stales arc
trying to shift thai blame to the
tobacco companies.
How ridiculous! No one makes
anyone else smoke. The tobacco

companies may use advertising to
gel smokers to smoke their
brands, but this kind of advertising is no different from any other
form of marketing.
This is no different from beer
commericals — or, when it comes
right down to it, bubble gum ads.
This nonsensical lawsuit must

ret

IT!

be stopped because it certainly
shows how dependent our society
has become on Ihe government.
When people slop taking responsibility for themselves and their
actions, then as harsh as this may
sound, those people deserve Ihe illnesses they receive by their deliberate, excessive smoking.

Voters and candidates wonder about Ross Perot
Could Perot
cause the GOP
yet another
presidential loss?
By SHANNON BOWDKN
Champion Reporter

Ross Perot's unofficial, maybe-if-I'mbegged announcement that he's willing to
run for presidential office in November has
shaken the other candidates just slightly.
They certainly have reason to be concerned, considering that
Perot is a man with
untold resources, (he
invested $70 million of
personal money into his
last run for presidency)
and untold virtues (at
least in his own eyes).
Perot's presence severely impacted the
1992 national election.
He won a huge 19 percent of die vole — higher than any other third
party candidate in die
last 72 years.
But he didn't win the
hist election, and he is
not expected to win this
one.
Both times he
entered die race much
later than any serious candidate and both
limes he has Uirown it into turmoil.
Still, people flock lo Perot and his new
style of politics. Many who don't Hock
watch in awe.
These voters wonder how Perot does it.
How can he justify this new style of politics that feeds on last-minute announcements of willingness to run for the nation's
presidency?
It's almost as if Perot sees the presidential
candidates, decides none of them will
accomplish what America needs, knows

that he has the correct answers and jumps
ber shop for advice.
into the picture at the last minute.
This strategy worked.
In response, the crowd breathes a sigh
Perot's 19 percent of die vole proved it.
of relief at the sight of its political mesPolitical analysts say he would have stolen
siah. With Perot in the picture, many votmore of the vote if he had not come forward
ers feel the world is safe once again for
just a week before the election with supall humanity.
posed knowledge of a Republican conspiracy aimed directly at his daughter.
So, how docs he do it? Why do many
members of die crowd view Perot as a verTo be sure, Perot is a bit paranoid. Bui,
itable messiah?
then again, maybe this quality works in his
Certainly, a large part of the reason is
favor alter all. It shows signs of a very
due to Perot's charisma. Ronal Reagan
healthy (maybe overly healdiy) self esteem.
was greatly aided by charisma during both
Think about it.
of his campaigns. To be sure, Ross Perot
If someone thinks people lake lime out of
is no Ronald Reagan, but he has charisma,
dieir busy schedules to plan a conspiracy
just the same.
for him, dial person must believe he is pretAnodier advantage on Perot's side is die
ty special.
way he handled the last election. Perot
I low will Perot's presence in this election
seemed to be die only
affect the outcome?
candidate who was
That's up in Ihe air.
addressing die issues.
But so far, it doesn't kxik like Dole has
Bush was busy
anything to worry about.
attacking Clinton.
Historically, third parlies hurt the
Clinton was busy
incumbent president. Last election that
attacking Bush and
was Bush. 'That was why Clinton won
defending his characwith not even twice as many voles as
ter. Meanwhile, Perot
Perol and only'roughly a third of die
was effectively adentire vote.
dressing the deficit,
Those who voted for Perol were slightsomediing that was
ly more likely to vote for Bush than they
on most Americans'
were for Clinton.
minds at die time.
This year, those who would normally
The way Perot
vole for Clinton in a two-way race —
campaigned was rewhich is exactly what Clinton wants,
freshing. If memory
according to a strategist — may be more
serves correctly, the
inclined to vole for Perol this time
last presidential elecaround. Dole may win in the same way
tion was mostly die
thai Clinton did in '92 — great news for
sparring of candithe COP?
dates on the nighdy news. There was disStill, there is one more question which
gusting mud-slinging and vicious back-bitmust be asked: will Perot win?
ing between the two main candidates.
No one seems to think so. His presIn contrast, Perot's approach was down
ence, however, is something with which
to cardi.
lo be reckoned
lie seemed to say, "Here's die problem,
Perot is not likely to leave the political
here's my solution, lake your pick." He
scene soon — until the second 'Tuesday
appeared to know what die American people
alter the first Monday in November.
wanted lo hear.
And if he feels die world needs a lillle
In fact, before his first presidential
jostling again, he will probably return
debate, Perot was so concerned widi what
sometime in the year 2000 — just in
average Americans thought that he went so
time to throw the next presidential race
far as to ask several patrons of a local barinto turmoil.

ELECTION
WATCH:
1996

OPINIONATED?
The Liberty Champion is looking for a
columnist. We need a person who has an
opinion on everything— on-campus,
off-campus, social issues, political
controversy — and can express it well.
If you arc interested, submit two writing samples
U) the Champion Office, DH I 13, by April 8th.
Include name, phone number and a brief biographical
sketch. A decision will be made by April 17th.

SPEAK §j

"A rollerhlade skating park
with ramps."
Kent Dobson, Soph.
Michigan

What business should take
the place of Phar-Mor?
/

*

"I think somebody should
open a concert hall there for
local Christian bands as well
as some of thi' mute establshed (Christian) bands."

• *j|'

"I think another drugstore
.would definitely be convej nient."
Melissa Houck, I*r.
Little Rock, Ark.

Laser'lag."
Shelly Gamory, Jr.
Long Island, N.Y.

'To develop film
it photo
lab."
Kamsook Kim, Jr.

Korea

Nathan Okuluy
Pennsylvania
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Discovering
the joy
of spring

S
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TKis thing called faith"

pring is here — well, sort of.
Last week's weather was absolutely wonderful. Along with the warm
weather eame numerous cases of
cabin fever.
Students could be found outside wearing shorts and t-shirts, reading books,
doing homework, playing softball,
throwing frisbees and eating ice cream
cones. Even some classes met outside to
escape the dreaded classroom.
After I was able to escape the dread
ed Champion office, where I had been
cooped up all day, I went outside to
drink in the warm sunshine.
By STARLET SHOUP
When 15 minutes had passed by and
Champion Reporter
I was still standing in the same spot, I
nybody wonder what happened to the
moved into a shaded area to compare
freaks on Friday night (the Jesus
and contrast — both spots had their
freaks,
that is)?
good points. Basically I was just happy
They
were packed in the Vines Center
to be outside in nice weather that I did
at
the
infamous
"freak show."
not have to go to Florida to find.
What?
You
meant
to attend but could
If it isn't already obvious, I have
not?
Well,
by
all
means,
let me help to
spring fever. If you're not familiar
make
up
for
your
loss.
with this illness, some of the sympGrab that colossal bucket of popcorn
| toms are the need to be outside at all
and
a soda, find your
costs, the desire to miss classes and
seat
and settle in ... Concert
even the desire to exercise.
but
don't get too
The first symptom, the need to be
comfortable
in your Review
outside at all costs, strikes most stuseat — you won't be in it for long.
dents immediately. This is especially
There were no big bangs or sneak pretrue after several months of cold misviews
to start the night rolling; instead,
erable weather, including the blizzard
Audio
Adrenaline pumped up the crowd
of the century.
with a lot of noise and energy.
After the winter Virginia and basicalThe atmosphere created was one to keep
ly the whole East Coast has had, the
h.'llli l.lllllow/I.IHKKI-V ('HAMtll)N
any mother worried and any Generation X
masses explode outside at the mere hint
grungie happy.
THREE GUYS IN PURSUIT OF FAITH — Liberty alumni Toby McKeehan, Kevin Smith and Michael lait returned
of warm weather. Prayer is needed for
The theme of the evening was clarified to LU to perform songs from their new "Jesus Freak" album for an adoring crowd.
anyone who gets in their way.
early on by Audio Adrenaline.
The second symptom, the desire to
Guitarist Barry Blair said, "We came to
Paint images arc barely distinguishable and an armchair. This very intimate selling
Intermission. Time to go get another
miss classes, hit seniors months ago.
play some boring music and we came to bowl of popcorn — no, wail — forget the as the "musicians" lake their positions on calls for intimate, honest conversation with
Now, with the warm weather, everypraise the name of Jesus."
popcorn, it would only wind up scattered the stage.
group members Toby McKeehan, Kevin
one's affected.
Other messages sporadically distributed on the floor anyway.
You
see
an
old-fashioned
movie
reel
Smith and Michael Tail.
For example, as the weather daily
throughout the performance were: you'll
Now
it's
time
for
the
feature
presentaplaying
on
a
huge
screen
in
the
background
Toby stresses the group's fallibility and
improves, I slowly watch the size of
never be as big as Jesus, you can't take tion. Enter DC Talk.
and
the
numbers
count
down
6
...
5
...
4
...
confides,
"We are just three guys in purmy classes dwindle.
God away and a reference to the "big
The
stage
is
dark.
3,
then
two
seconds
of
black.
suit
of
God
and this thing called faith."
The best advice I can offer professors
house" where they'll live one day.
The
music
begins.
The
screen
then
flickers
as
the
black
Ihe
audience
sits amazed as he presents
to rectify this situation is to move their
and
white
lettering
suddenly
projects:
himself
transparent
about the struggles of
classes outside. I know this can be done
Ladies
and
Gentlemen/
now
presenting/
life
in
the
spotlight.
"Nobody can teach
— I've witnessed it on many occasions.
the
freak
show.
you
how
to
have
a
passionate
love for
I just haven't had the priviledge of expeThe
group
opens
with
a
rendition
of
a
Jesus
Christ,"
he
said.
riencing it in even one of my classes.
Beatles song. As the music lets loose, so
Alter taking a sip of water from a gobMoving the classroom outside will
does
the
audience
around
you,
and
it's
let,
he continues and shares from I John.
make everyone more relaxed, happy and
obvious
nobody
is
going
to
leave
this
I
lis
message is lo love (iod and others and
more willing to learn.
concert
early.
to
show
thankfulness for his favorite thing
Finally, the third symptom, having
What
happens
next
is
hard
to
tell,
about
God
— his forgiveness. Hence,
the desire to exercise, hit me as soon as
livery
kind
of
light
is
flashing,
smoke
is
songs
such
as
"What if I Stumble," "I
weathermen started talking about
spewing,
and
not
one
person
on
stage
is
Want
to
be
in
Ihe light" and "You've
warmer weather.
standing
still
(with
the
obvious
exception
Been
Felt
Behind."
As some may remember, I started
of the drummer).
The night also brings a message of
power walking last semester. Well, as
At
this
point,
even
though
you
are
racial
harmony, with phrases such as
soon as the weather got cold, the only
caught
up
in
the
wave
of
excitement
all
"beauty
is in diversity" and "(iod is a very
walking I did that had any power to it
around
you,
you
start
to
worry
and
wonder
creative
artist."
These truths were
was rushing to class because I was late.
about
the
parents
of
this
crazed
generation
expounded
in
their
songs, "Colored
Since this burst of warm weather,
and
their
reaction.
However,
you
begin
to
People"
and
"Walls."
though, I've been getting up early in
relax again as you realize they are gelling
liven Chancellor Jerry Falwcll joined in
the morning to go to the track — a
caught
up
as
well.
the
fun when Ihe group called him up on
major sacrifice for anyone who loves
stage
during Ihe song "Colored People."
In
the
midst
of
this
wild,
frenzied
freak
to sleep.
Overall, it was a very exciting and
show, there comes a "quiet time."
However, I'm not the only one makSuddenly, you are transformed from ihe dynamic show. As the audience members
ing sacrifices. It almost seems as
Znchary KruncnlKrger/l.iiWKrY (.'IIAMFION
leave the venue and makes their way
movie
ihealer to their living room.
though when the sun comes out people
home, they cannot help but say, "I came.
PRAISING THE NAME OF JESUS — Audio Adrenaline sang songs of worThe
group
sits
comfortably
on
a
sola
surstart going crazy running, walking,
rounded by a coffee lable, lamps, lit candles I saw. 1 was entertained."
ship from its new album, "Bloom," at Friday night's concert.
playing softball, rollerblading in the
middle of the road, dancing in the
streets, etc. It's a strange world.
Other symptoms that affect a chosen
few are the loss of patience and added
frustration when forecasters call for
cold and miserable weather after a few
enjoyable days of sunshine and 80ofIhe deceased.
authorization, etc.
ship al a funeral home.
degrec weather. I am one of the few.
By LISA PARYS
"Il is pretty much listening and Idling
Jodi
had
lo
follow
curtail)
guidelines
The
second
aspect
of
funeral
directing,
It's amazing to think 1 came down
Champion Reporter
which Jodi said could also be a separate when it came lo embalming. These guide- (ihe relatives and friends of ihe deceased)
South to get away from Massachusetts's
lines required her lo wear surgical gloves venl their emotions and counseling ihem
ransfer student Jodi Thomas turned job, is embalming.
sporadic weather. Virginia's weather is
her lifelong interest in the human
For those who don'l know, but want lo and a glass shield over her lace, similar (o through the grieving process," she said.
as crazy as New England's.
Jodi said seeing death and the loll il can
body into a most unusual career.
for future reference, Jodi is nationally those dentists wear.
Instead of the familiar phrase,
lake on family and friends made her
Ihe gloves
The Florida native was not a doctor or licensed lo embalm deceased persons.
"April showers bring May flowers," it
reflect more on Ihe fleetingness of her
This job includes preserving human and
mask
even a nurse, but a funeral home director, a
should be, "with the threat of April
own life.
remains, making up Ihe deceased for open prolecled her
job she gave up when she came to I .iberty.
snow showers, it's doubtful May will
"Initially I had tendencies lo relate
According lo Jodi, her job duties com- casket funerals, dressing ihem and putting from diseases
have flowers."
Ihe body in ihe casket and handling cre- llial she could
death scenarios to the possibility of me
prised two distinct aspects.
If only spring would get here and
gel
when
being in Ihe same scenario," she said.
The first aspect was actually directing mation procedures.
stay. My one wish would be to have a
"But alter thai lime, you gel lo accepl and
funerals, which included working in the
To become qualified for her job, Jodi working with
cutoff day for all the seasons. For
understand ihe overall process and appremain office, selling caskets and taking completed a three-year program thai the deceased.
example, after the first day of spring,
"There's
ciate life in general."
care of other aspects of the funeral.
earned her an associate's degree in funerno more snow should fall, and temSince coming to Liberty, Jodi has tell her
For example, she was in charge of al service education al Miami Dade still a lot of
peratures should stay between 65 and
diseases you
job as a funeral director for various reasons
choosing a minister, pall bearers, musi- Mortuary College.
80 degrees.
bul does not feel Ihe experience was wastcians and honorary guards and prepared
In order to become legally certified, have lo be
Of course, this will never happen —
aware
of
such
ed.
She plans to draw from Ihem alter she
for
removal
of
the
deceased's
remains.
however,
she
had
lo
pass
a
slate
board
I'm not that lucky — but when 1 get to
Thomas
as
AIDS
and
graduates
for her new career plans.
Jodi
was
also
responsible
for
performing
exam
for
her
funeral-directing
license.
heaven this will be one of the many
hepatitis,"
she
said.
Jodi
is
currently studying nursing and
disinterments,
handling
the
transfer
of
She
also
had
lo
pass
a
national
hoard
"why" questions 1 will ask God.
She
also
had
lo
protect
her
emotions
someday
hopes
lo assist a pathologist in
remains
and
legal
documents
such
as
death
exam
for
her
embalming
license
as
well
So until 1 get there, I'll just have to
performing
autopsies.
certificates,
burial
permits,
cremation
as
complete
a
required
one-year
internwhen
she
would
counsel
family
members
I make the best of it and be happy.

DC Talk gives
concert
about faith,
forgiveness

A

Dying to meet her

Student toils in unusual job

T
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By KRIS PATTERSON
Champion Reporter

G

otta have it.
Gotta have what? What's really essential for
living in a college dorm?
If most students were asked this question right
after they walked in and stared at their four white
walls back in August or January, they probably
would have said, "Everything!"
Eventually, everyone settled in. Memories of all
the chaos still remain, however.
All of the room doors were open as people
hauled their luggage, boxes and kitchen sinks into
their rooms — and the unfamiliar but pleasant cry,
"Man on the floor," resounded in their ears.
For many students, it was fun to hang pictures
and crafts, rearrange the furniture and give their
rooms character.
Students living in the senior dorms even got to
shop for kitchen and quad items such as TVs,
VCRs, lamps, pictures, dishware and utensils.
Many students who went to buy items like curtains, crates and desk lamps were met with
empty shelves soon after school started. This
was because every other LU student had bought
these things the day before.
It's all part of making fond college memories.
Equipped with air conditioning, heat and necessary furniture, dorms at Liberty University
provide a somewhat pleasant atmosphere in
which to reside.
But there's still something missing. What else
do college students need?
A stereo is at the top of every list. Gotta have
those tunes. What else?
Junior Michaeline McGlohn said, "My pillow."
Others have suggested a refrigerator, a telephone and an alarm clock.
An alarm clock with a good snooze button is
a definite necessity, especially for everyone's
favorite 8 a.m. classes.
Most students set their alarms for half an hour
earlier than they really need to wake up just so
they can talk themselves into getting up.
With the necessity of alarms and early morning
classes, many times students get annoyed with
their roommates' noisy alarms constantly going
off. The fortunate student is one whose roommates have similar schedules so alarm clocks are
not a problem.
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ W ^ ^ ^ W ^ ^ W r ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ W ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ f f ^ W — •

Beyond alarm clocks, junior Amy Tribbett said
the thing she could not live without is a flashlight.
"My roommates go to bed when the sun goes
down," she said. "I work until 4:30 p.m., go to
dinner, then come back to the room to find my
roommates in bed. A flashlight is the only way I
can get anything done."
One student suggested using a nightlight for
students whose roommates go to bed very early.
Another absolute necessity is a microwave.
"Marriott's not always open when you want food,
and you can't always run out and get something,"
junior Timothy Luce said.
While many of the suggestions were "normal," there were some necessities that were out
of the ordinary.
Senior Marty Feroli said, "I can't live without
my velcro mattress because I always fall off the
top bunk."
On the same level, junior Melanie Hopkins said,
"I can't live without my tattered brown chair.
People come into my room just to sit in this chair.
You sink right into it even though the cushions are
falling off."
Another part of dorm life is being in other
rooms and seeing the personality and tastes of
others. Do they hang posters of their favorite
stars or a poster that says, "Everything I need to
know in life I learned from my cat?"
Some people like natural lighting, whereas others like no lighting. One student suggested a
brown blanket to cover the window so that the
sunlight wouldn't wake him up in the morning.
There are also students who have beautiful
flowered bedspreads, while others zip up in their
Snoopy sleeping bags every night.
One freshman surveyed suggested that his
roommate is "extremely weird" and definitely not
a necessity for dorm life.
His suggestion for a "must have" in the dorm
was a baseball bat either to boot people out of his
room or to hit one of his roommates with when
he wakes the entire room to share his enlightening dream about being chased by space aliens.
Because of the nature of this statement, this
freshman wishes to remain nameless.
These suggestions are just a few of many made
about dorm necessities.
The bottom line is whether it's their flip-flops or
their grandma Tilly bathrobe, the bare necessities
bring a little bit of home to the dorm.

I

Dave Dershlmer/LmKKTY CHAMPION

JUST THE BARE NECESSITIES — Trying to make dorm rooms more like "home sweet home" may
not be easy, but these students try to make it as much like home as possible. What are the popular essentials for every dorm room? One student put a sense of humor and a lot of patience at the top of his list.
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What items are
essential for dorm
life?

See? They even tilt
in for easy cleaning
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Bill installs energy
efficient replacement
windows
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Co
o my friends —

We've been together for most of four years now.
Hard to believe it's almost gone.
Remember when we prayed for this day?
We've waited so long.
I guess I never realized
how hard leaving would be.
All this time

we've worked toward the same goal —
Commencement.
But now our goals are different.
God is leading us down separate paths.
So many doors are opening up to us,
But with every doorway we pass through,

.

c 1996 Dana W. Burman

•Shower shoes
•Radio
•Microwave
•Coffee maker
•Sense of humor and a lot of
patience
•Refrigerator
•Computer/Internet
•Lazy-boy chair
•Shower cap
•Alarm clock
•Peace and quiet
•TV
•Good roommates
•Graham crackers
•Tigger (stuffed animal)
•Space

What items would
you like to have
that are not
allowed?
•More than 45 minutes visiting
time to girls/guys dorms during
Christmas
•TV/Cable
•Hot Pot
•Toaster
•Candles
•Pets besides goldfish
•VCR
•No roommates
•Bathroom per room
•Waterbed
•Wallpaper

What is one item
your roommate
shouldn't be
allowed to bring?
•Children she babysits until 2
a.rn.
•Bell Bottoms
•TV
•Sega games
•Glow-in-the-dark Neil
Diamond car cover
•A giant quilt in the shape of
Willie Nelson
•His funky set of nonmatching ties
•Guitar
•Pictures of his girlfriend
•Bike
•Too much stuff

-Survey compiled by Ted Woolford end staff —70 students surveyed

iviencetoent
We have to leave something behind.
This time, it's each other.
I think about whatthat last day will be (ike
Just a month away.
A lump in my throat
Then tears

With each disappearing face,
some of the day's joy will go, too.
Sometimes I stop and

try to memorize your smiles
and how good it is to hear you laugh.
You've been such a big part of my life.
It will seem hollow without you.

I don't understand
how my best day could be

my worst.
Gowns, tassels, ribbons, cheers, chaos
Pose for pictures —
our last together, smile.
The end begins, hugs goodbye.
Friends fade into the dispersing masses

<

We say we'll keep in touch,
But you know how life gets.
So thanks for sharing your lives with me —
Please don't forget me
And though goodbye hurts, it isn't forever.
I'll see you later—
in Heaven
by Amy Jo sawyer
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Reeves keeps his perspective
Sports Editor

A little more gray sprinkles his
hair, but his chin is still up.
LU women's basketball Head
Coach Rick Reeves has been able to
keep his upbeat attitude toward life
and basketball despite enduring one
of the toughest seasons of his coaching career.
The Lady Flames posted a 5-22
season on the hardwood, but the hard
knocks that the team endured have
not kept Reeves from moving on and
looking forward to next season.
The Lady Flames couldn't buy a
break all season. Liberty lost 10
games by single-digit margins.
"If you gave the victory to the
team that put forth the best effort,
we would have had a winning
record," Reeves said.
The backbreaker came in Rock
Hill, S.C. The Lady Flames found
themselves up by three points
against Winthrop University, with
15 seconds left on the game clock.
During a timeout, Reeves instructed
his players not to foul no matter
what. The ball was inbounded, and
Liberty played tough defense and
denied the Lady Eagles a good look

If

at the hole. One of Winthrop's
guards heaved up a desperation try
with one tick on the clock remaining. It found the bottom of the net,
and she was fouled. The Winthrop
guard knocked down her free throw,
and Liberty asked itself 'What if?'
on the bus ride home.
"The game really broke our back
... and made theirs," Reeves said.
Liberty went on to play out the
string and lose to UNC Greensboro
in the first round of the Big South
tournament. Winthrop
almost
knocked off Big South champs
Radford in the tourney.
"Sometimes you win games you
should've lost and lose some you
should have won when you don't get
the breaks," Reeves said.
The 84-40 loss to Greensboro in
the tournament was a culmination
of hardships Reeves and the Lady
Flames endured all season.
According to Reeves, it was the
first time all season his players
hung their heads and mailed it in.
"The only time that I would say
that (we gave up) was in the second
half of the Greensboro game in the
conference tournament. We missed
something like seven shots within
six feet of the basket on two posses-

Jeff Raymond/ Lts Schofcr Photography

RESURGE—Reeves on the job.
sions, and they came down and hit
two 16-foot shots with us in their
face — I mean tough shots. I think
that was the only time our kids
dropped their heads and said 'oh
man,'" Reeves said.
A lack of confidence may have
been the decisive factor in LU's season, according to Reeves.
"What comes first, confidence or
success? You can't have any success without confidence, but you
can't have confidence without any

success. It's like the chicken and
the egg. Which comes first?"
Reeves said.
The losses did eat away at Reeves.
He smiled on the outside all season
long, but the close losses and missed
opportunities affected him away
from the court. The coach lost 13
pounds and battled with exhaustion.
"I drank a lot more coffee. I didn't
sleep well. I stayed up late and
would watch a lot of video. Some
nights I didn't sleep at all," Reeves
said. "It just seemed like I had the
flu all season, from an exhaustion
stand-point."
The losing also took a toll on his
family but not in a way that put
stress in his relationship with his
wife and two daughters.
"It was real hard on my daughters
from the standpoint that they are
both (highly recruited) high school
players ... They both wanted to be
out there playing."
All that is now behind Reeves.
The sleep comes easier. The coffee
doesn't flow quite as freely, and the
future looks a little brighter. Most of
these things have come from
encouragement the coach has
received from family, friends and
colleagues at the university.

KJ"
F R E E Tire Rotation & Balance or $9.90* Oil Change / Lube & "Filter
I

Brakes
(Free Inspection)

CV Joint Boot
Replacement

Brake Special

• Front wheel drive cars
require good solid
CV joint boots to
prevent damage to
expensive CV joints.

$4490' Labor
Plus Parts
Inspect Rotors

$6995*

or

•Parts & Labor
• Second Boot,
same axle

Drums
Resurfacing Inc.
Inspect
Hydraulic
System

$

• w/coupon
w/uuupon exp.
exp. 4-30-96
t-ju-ao

39

95*

w/coupon
jpon exp.
exp. 4-30-96
<t-ju-yb

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Visa
Mastercard
Discover

Amex
MosLATM

•

VA state
Inspection
station
#6579

8Cyl$

18

$1 Q90*
w/coupon exp. 4-30-96

I.------.-.-J

DOMINO'S
PIZZA

Liberty's Voice

S,J

» KH>U.*&»I ™i>

5"

r

+ tax

Large 14" - Two Topping Pizza

6"

1•
•

SUPER SUBS

Pepperoni • Italian Sausage • Ham • Bacon •
Ground Beef • Extra Cheese • Fresh Mushrooms
Canned Mushrooms • Onions • Green Peppers •
Black Olives • Cheddar Cheese • Green Olives • Anchovies •
Banana Peppers • Jalapeno Peppers • Fresh Tomato Slices

"ZZESTY " MEATBALL &
CHEESE
CLUB SUB
BACON CLUB
PHILLY CHEESE STEAK
"ZZESTY" ITALIAN
VEGETARIAN
"ZZESTY" PIZZA SUB

^

+ tax

•

All Subs are made on Fresh French
Rolls, Mustard, Fat Free Mayonnaise,
Onions, Lettuce, Tomato,
Oil & Vinegar Available
Upon Request

BUILD YOUR OWN - OUR FRESH TOPPINGS

Medium 12"-Two Topping Pizza

804.582.2128

ALL SUBS
$
5 " and $ 2 "

ORIGINAL • DEEP DISH PAN • THIN CRUST

4" + tax

April 11-14 at Big
South tournament

Some vans, piokups, transverse and hard
to tune engines *kl'l. Call yoqr center
for pricing & details,

THREE CRUST STYLES

Small 10" - Two Topping Pizza

Tennis

39 9 0 *

DOMINO'S PIZZA
College Campus Deals

1

•

April 12 at UNC
Charlotte
April 13 at Hampton
April 16 at Mt. St.
Mary's

is spent yearly by the students, faculty and staff of
Liberty University. — Dr. T. H. Lai, 1990

Hroirs: M-F "H-<\ Sat. H-4

Lynchburg 23V-0902 Fax 23V-09U (2 Blocks S. of River RUIge Mall)

•

6Cyl.$3490*

•Free brake
inspection

Make reservations early.

Softball

$22,800,000

4Cyl.$2990*

•Check &topoff
all fluids

pair. More than just our name.

•

Computerized
Diagnostic Engine
Ttaie-Up

•Lubricate
Chassis

U " H A U L * AVAILABLE

•

April 10 at Richmond
April 12 at Winthrop
April 13 at Winthrop
(doubleheader)

^Goo"mrT^30^B"'
with purchase of a

•Change oil &
replace oil filter

cards

^BRAKES and MORE

Baseball

i S U e ^ p X r I TUNE - UP

Offical
VA state
motor
vehicle
inspection
station

We accept

"Who is Rick Reeves? I'm a
nobody. I'm not Bob Dole, but Dr.
Falwell took time out of his time to
encourage me. Don't you think that
I'm going to run through a brick
wall for that guy?" Reeves said.
Running through a brick wall
may not be necessary. The Lady
Flames have already been through
the fire, but next season could provide relief.
The Lady Flames have received
letters of intent to play for LU from
two of the highest-rated recruits in
the United States, Sarah and
Shannon Wilkerson.
The twins will be a major addition to the Flames program.
Liberty also loses only two seniors:
forwards Angie MacDaniel and
Deena Freeman.
All in all, the future looks bright.
"Things are going to get better,"
Reeves said. "(Next season) is
something to be excited about,"
Reeves said.
Indeed, the future does look exciting, even without all that caffeine.
Perhaps the coach can evenfixhis
circadium rhythm.

DOMINO'S
RZZA

By RICH MACLONE

[J

237-7788

ROAST BEEF & CHEESE
HAM & CHEESE
TURKEY & CHEESE

NEW DIPPING SAUCES
GARLIC SAUCE
PARMESAN PEPPERCORN
SAUCE
ORIGINAL PIZZA SAUCE
RANCH DRESSING
BLEU CHEESE

DOMINO'S BUFFALO WINGS

250 each + tax
tax
tax
tax
tax

W

+tax

^

$T98
10 Pisco

$1197
11

§

$

20 H i . c .

15

96

4 TWISTY BREAD STICKS

$

8 TWISTY BREAD STICKS

$

8 CHEESE STICKS $228 + tax
with purchase of pizza or sub.

16 CHEESE STICKS *3" + tax
with purchase ot pizza or sub

1 2 9 + tax

30 CHEESE STICKS l 5 " + tax

2 2 9 + tax

with purchase ot pizza or sub

Now Accepting Visa, Mastercard, and Discover Card

OPEN LATE !

CAMPUS DEAL #1
$C99

Our delicious bread sticks
baked fresh and painted with Garlic Butter
and Zzesty seasonings.

Available In: Hot, Medium, Mild Barbecue

$Q99
250 each +
250 each +
250 each +
250 each +

ZZESTY CHEESE STICKS

TWISTY BREAD STICKS

CAMPUS DEAL #2
$C99
^ ^

+ tax

CAMPUS DEAL #3
ONE FOR

TWO FOR

+ tax

I W

ONE FOR

$coo

$HjQ99

$•799

CAMPUS DEAL #4

+tax

2 6" SUB AND 2 CANS OF
COCA-COLA CLASSIC OR
DIET COKE

30 ZZESTY CHEESE STICKS
AND 2 CANS OF COCA-COLA
CLASSIC OR DIET COKE

LARGE UNLIMITED
TOPPING PIZZA

NO DOUBLE PORTIONS, PLEASE

NO DOUBLE PORTIONS, PLEASE.

NO DOUBLE PORTIONS, PLEASE.

+ tax

TWO FOR

$-inoo

10'

LARGE CHEESE PIZZA
MONDAY & TUESDAY ONLY
ADDITIONAL TOPPINGS .50*
PER TOPPING PER PIZZA. NO
DOUBLE PORTIONS, PLEASE.

+ tax

TI
I
I
I
I

APPETIZER SPECIALS
ORDER OF TWISTY BREAD
$1.29 +TAX
5 PIECE WING SAMPLER
$1.99 +TAX
16 ZZESTY CHEESE STICKS
$2.99 + TAX
6" SUPER SUB
$2.49 + TAX
PIZZA ORDER REQUIRED.
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Rain w a s h e s out match
Before the precipitation, (he 1'lames completed
three doubles matches, in which they easily displayed (heir dominance.
Rain prevented the Liberty tenuis team (10-'))
"We were definitely a lot better prepared for Ihis
from swinging an easy win over eonferenee foe match." Clulow said, lie and Barrel! Connolly
paired up lo handily outplay UNCA S-5. and the
I INC Asheville (0-5) Saturday.
"It was kind of disappointing," 1 .iberty's Brett Scal/ini ami Matuscvich
Clulow commented. "I definitely think we would laiulcm overpowered its
opponents 8-1.
have beat them very comfortably."
LU's team was especially eager to finish llie
Asheville's only win (8-3) came ill its doubles
singles matches since it was a Big South sei against I,IPs Chris Devote ami Man Swiiichart.
Ilmrsday's match with UNCCi, according lo
Conference matchup. Live of the six players won
llieir first sets, and, in the only complete.singles Scal/.ini, was "another kettle of fish."
Greensboro's singles sweep handed I .ibcrty a 7-0
match, Anton Matuscvich almost effortlessly
(cam loss. LI Ms now 0-14 overall versus IINCG.
scored a speedy victory 6-2, 6-0.
"We were a little worse oil'against Greensboro,"
"They were relatively easy ... and we were hopClulow said. "Obey are) always a tougher match.
ing we would gel the win," Creg Scal/ini said.
By I A l K l I I I M i l 1 I K
Champion Reporter

Tennis

T«l Woolforcl /I.invvm CIIAMTION

AGASSI-STYLE — Greg Seul/ini returns a serve versus UNCA.

... (but) we were hoping lo lift our performance
levels more."
"In singles, (hey were sirong all the way down,"
Scal/ini said. "We couldii'1 match theiii."
Clulow squared off in (wo gtxxl sets against
Alex I .ehnhoff, ranked No. 77 in the I lulled Stales,
but I INC( i's lalented freshman won 6-3,6-1.
"On die whole, I was not really disappointed
with the way I played." Clulow commented, "lie
heal die No. I guy from Virginia Tech, who is
ranked in the top 50 in the country, (so) I knew I
was going to be in for a tough match."
In their doubles match, Matuscvich ami Scal/.ini
pulled off LU's only win as (hey edged I INCG
wilh a score of 0-8.
Next on Hie agenda for (lie (earn is (he Big Soulh
Tournament al ('oastal Carolina 'lliursday. April 11.

First basemen Australians adapt to tennis,
get it done
life in the United States
By KEITH SAVOEE
Champion Reporter

He's been a student of baseball
all of his life. While at the age of
5, Jason Oliver could be seen in
his backyard m Coatsville, Peon.,
playing catch with his dad.
He started little league
around the same age and moved
right on up through town
leagues and adult leagues, as
well as high school.
Now a freshman at Liberty,
Oliver has secured a spot in the
Flames lineup as he has
impressed many with bis dangerous bat and agility in the Field.
Before being recruited, Jasou
made his mark in high school at
Coatsville Area Senior High
School, where he was a four-year
letter-winner. Oliver played on
the State American Legion squad
for two years and was the first
player in his area to be selected
as a Legion All-Star, He also led
the area in batting average and
home tuns. Jason also participated in the Carpenter Cup, a tourney between Pennsyivania and
New Jersey.
'Recruited by Liberty (and
Seton Hall) last May, Jasou has
superceded any expectations that
the coaches had. Oliver is currently one of the leading hiuers on the
team, contributing power at the
plate as well as leading the team
in put-outs. He has started all but
two of tbe Flames' games and has
played in all of them.
A coach's dream, Oliver gives
his prominent performance "tome
glory of God," he said. I ' m seeing the ball real well right now."
Oliver is seeing playing u^ 16
either at first base or in the outfield as another stand-out, Mark
Reed, has made his presence
known io the Flames lineup.

Reed, a junior, who plays both
baseball and basketball for LU, is
a native of Bangor, Maine. Before
coming to Liberty, Reed was a
four-year letter-winner iu boUi
baseball and
basketball at
Bangor High
School. Reed
was also named
All-Slate
in
both sports on
three occasions
Ok
and
received
Otiwr
Maine Player
of the Year for Basketball.
Last season. Reed was the
Flames* leading bitter and was
third in the Big South with 40
runs scored and fifth on the team
with 10 doubles. Playing at first,
Reed bit .331 last season, with
29 RBls and two home runs in
47 games for the Flames. This
season, Reed has gotten off to a
slower start but has come alive
at the plate.
Coach Johnny Hunton seems
satisfied with his two players
and where they are in tbe season. Reed plays only first base,
but Oliver plays in the outfield
also. "It does not really matter
where I play, as long as 1 play,"
Oliver said.
There is no tension regarding
this situation, as both players are
satisfied with where they are. But
one thing is irrefutable: bom players are surety needed iu the lineup. "Reed was our leading hitter
last year, and I have got lo have
him in the lineup," Hunton said.
- Al this time, Hunton is still
thinking over the situation as to
when he'll play Oliver at first and
when he'll play Reed. Oliver, on
the other band, is just taking
things in stride but hopes to
accomplish much in his four
years at Liberty.

By MARTY CLARK
(liampion Reporter

Lying on the opposite side of the
planet, Australia provides the world
with die outback, Crocodile Dundee
and — most importantly for LU —
tennis players Brett Clulow and
Greg Scal/.ini.
Clulow, a native of Sydney, Australia,
and Scal/.ini, a native of Melbourne,
serve up a tough umdem when the
I iberty tennis team takes the court.
The two players ;irc not only the
first two Ausualians on the LU team
but al die university as well.
Clulow, a sophomore, arrived one
year before Scal/.ini. "When 1 got
here, I realized that diere was no
turning back," he said. "It's not like I
could have changed my mind and just
went home."
Scal/.ini, a freshman, had a much
easier time adjusting to life at Liberty.
"I didn't go Uirough Unit (adjusting) because Brett was here. The
toughest tiling 1 experienced was the
22 hours of flight (getting here),"
Scal/ini explained.
Now mat Clulow and Scal/.ini arc
here, they have decided it is time to
desuoy some of the old myths about
their native counUy.
"When people think of Australia
they think of the outback and diings
like dial," Clulow said. "They often
associate Australia wilh Crocodile
Dundee, but it's not al all like dial."
Australia is quite different from die
United States, according to die two

players. The country displays a "no
worries, mate" attitude. Nol only is the
altitude different, bul the dialect is different and llie seasons arc reversed.
"Probably die worst ihing about
going to I .ibcrty is that we get winter
almost all ye;ir round," Scal/.ini said.
llie double dosage of cold weallier
is not the only element of discomfort
for the Aussies. Only one visit home
per year leaves them with no one
familiar to turn lo except each other.
"My mom and dad got me here,"
Clulow said. "Now tbat I'm here,
though, my friends keep me going.
Ihey m;ike me laugh when I'm down."
Both Clulow and Scal/.ini have Uieir
fathers to thank for getting diem started in the game of tennis.
"Playing tennis on Sunday morning
with my dad got me into coaching ;uid
tournaments," Scal/ini said. "It filled
in lime and kept me out of trouble."
That, unfortunately, is just about the
extent of tennis in Australia. Although
stretching through high school, tennis
abruptly ends when the players graduate, unless the players are capable of
supporting themselves.
"As stxin as you're out of high
school, academics are the primary concern," Clulow said.
"It's like a dream," Scal/.ini said.
"In Australia you don't gel chances
like we did."
During the .season, Clulow, the No. 1
singles player, and Scal/ini, die No. 4
singles player, assist llie team in playing
opponents; bul in the fall, the competition is among die team members.

NEW! EXOTINGI
FORMAL A PAGEANT
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"Besides us, Uiere is also a Kussiiui
(Anion Matuscvich) player on llie
team," Clulow said. "It's always us
versus Ihcin, the foreigners against
the Americans."
Al this moment, llie Australians hold
two of Ihe (up six spots on the learn.
"Our goal and what we're hoping
for is that one day we will hold the
majority," Clulow said.
Wilh a new recruit possibly coming
in from (he land down under next year,
the top six spots could even up al three
apieee. For now, though, Clulow and
Scal/ini must compete against ihe
world in their goal to overcome.
They may just do it, eh males?

Tell Woolfonl / I.IBBRnr ClIAMntM

NICE SHOT — Clulow returns.
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Late Skate Special!
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^Admission
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Admission
With This Couoon
Valid 4/12/96 Only
11:30pm-1:30am Only
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Michelle Fannin is
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Find it in The Champion
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( Up to 5 Quarts )
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B r i d a l and F o r m a l

8503 Timberlake Rd. 237-5771

Dee Bauer, New Owner

Store Hours:M-F 7:30-6:00; Sat. 7:30-4:00

3813 Wards Road (across from Wal-Mart) • 237-5557

RIVER RIDGE AUTO BODY
DOMESTIC & FOREIGN
CfclEfc)

PROFESSIONALLY TRAINED TECIINICIANS
NEW TECHNOLOGY FRAME MACHINES
EUROPEAN DOWN-DRAIT FAINT BCX)TI IS
SPECIALIZING
computerized

JAGUA

'1'eofiCs Jetvekrs would lik$ to celebrate with you the 25th
anniversary of Liberty University. "We wouldlifo to give a 25point
Lazare diamond to the person you feel is a Champion for Christ.
Someone -whose actions and principles most embody the ideals of
Liberty University. It could be someone you kriowwho donates time,
serves the needs of the less fortunate, or someone who has
provided you guidance
during a difficult
period.
leefifs jewelers would lik& to give this unsung hero a
diamond. All We need is for you to write, in 250 words or less, a
description of the person, and their charitable actions, and
why you feel they deserve to receive a Lazare diamond.

Rules

• T h e n o m i n e e must IK- U currently enrolled Liberty student, either o n
c a m p u s or c o m m u t i n g .
* You may nominate more Uian o n e person, but please d o so in a separate
essay.
• All e s s a y s must be posUnarkcd or hand delivered lo Teolil's Jewelers
by April 10, 1 9 0 6 .
* 'Ihe winning essay will l>e selected by the (irocho wski family oiTeuiil's
Jewelers.
* The winning essay will be announced in die April 2 3 , issue or die
Liberty C h a m p i o n .
• All nominations subject to verification.

IN M e r c e d e s - B e n z
insurance

•TEOFIL'Si

estimating

Jewelers
W a l e r l U k
p u % a
T i m b e r l a k e Kernel
K.

237-3111
RWM

3725 WARDS RD., M-l.OW RIVHR RIDGE MALI. ON 29 SOU III FAX (804) 237-1337
2 3 9

6 5 0 2

*

,,.

Monday-Closed
Tuesday 1-, .day 11-7
Saturday 11-3

Wednesday, April 10, 1 9 %
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Harris Teeter
"Ybur N e i g h b o r h o o d F o o d Market
President's Choice
Baseball Standings
Team

overall

1. Winthrop
2.UNGG
3. CCU
4. Liberty
5.UNGA
6.. Radford
7. CSU
8.UMBC

Gon£

25-94
16454
1248-1
15-12
1148
746
1343
243

Softball Standings

GB

54
6-2
24
5-4
2-4
2-4
1-2
0-5

1*5
1.5
3
3
•3

3,5

Team
overall
1.ECU
2747-1
2. UNCG
19-23
3. CCU
2243
31-14
4. Liberty
21-7
5. UMBC
2848
6. Radford
16-26
7.UNCW
8.M«thror> 17-21
9. CSU
5-25-1

Cortf.
8-2
8-2
10-4
8-4
3-3
4-6
2-6
1-7
040

Decadent
Cookies

GB

1
3
4
5
6
8

Chocolate Chip Or
Chocolate Chip
With Pecans

Big South Leaders
Baseball

Softball

Batting average
1. Tanski
2. Picket
3. Falca
4. Radulovich
5. Wolff
6. Blank
7. Synowski
l.Piekei
2. Tanski
3. Thompson
4, Rath
5, Yon
6. McDonald
7, Crumpacker
1. Pickel
2. Tanski
3.Thompson
4. Wolff
5. McDonald
6. Synowski
7. Reilly

1. Fletcher
2. Jewett
3. Phillips
4. Dolaney
S.Naytor

Liberty
Radford
Coastal Carolina
Liberty
UMBC
IINCW
UMBC
Home runs
Radford
Liberty

II UNCG III:
Radford
Winthrop
UMBC
Coastal Carolina
RBI
Radford
Liberty
UNC G
UMBC
UMBC
UMBC
Radford
Wins
Radford
Radford
Liberty
Coastal Carolina
Liberty
, .

.457
,435
.427
.420
.409
;400
.400

1. Krikstan
2:' Giles
3. Oliver

9
8

1. Giles
2 KeUer

Keller
5. Benham
6. Harwodd
1. Cisar

3, Phillips
4. Ragan
"5; Coble
6. Trahan
7. Pastushok

6
:
4'.
4
4

3
43
33
28
27
27
26
23

Giles

16

Richards
Jackson
Santa
Brown
Lambert::

Bagby
Ragan
Derwin
Keller
Pastushok
Cisar

12

m

—

s

8

Batting average
UMBC
.414
.407
UNCG
.404
Liberty
.400
Winthrop
.385
Liberty
Coastal Carolina .380
Charleston So. .368
Rome runs
UNCG
9
Winthrop
8
UNC G
5
Coastal1 Carolina 5
Winthrop
5
Coastal Carolina 5
UNC A
5
RBI
UNCG
38
Coastal Carolina 36
Coastal Carlolma 26
Winthrop
26
Winthrop
26
UNC A
24
Winthrop
23
Wins
Winthrop
7
UNCG
6
5
Winthrop
Liberty
5.
Winthrop
4

_

12 oz.
S e l e c t e d Varieties
Healthy Choice

Entrees

2/*

7-V3S oz.

Hunter Farms
Ice Cream

^ym

^ 9 9

£+ Sandwiches 12 ct A

Regular Or Junior

Chiquita

Chiquita Jr '"When A Little Is
Exactly Enough ™
Now terrific Chiquita banana taste and nutrition
come in a convenient junior size. Perfect in a
lunchbox, as an after-school snack - anytime

small appetites need a big energy boost.

Exclusively At

Harris Teeter

Premier Selection

Mushrooms

29

Soz.

49

Premier Selection

I

Cello Spinach

lOoa.

1

President's Choice

Soft

PERSONAL
Kimbery- It was great bumping into you.
The whole weekend was great! Let's do
it again.
-Don

I

F
|

Now Hiring Part-Time
•Earn $300 working one weekend a month Added Benefits
•$10,000 Loan Repayment
Program $2,500
cash bonus when hired.
No experience needed.
For more details call
Ben Harrison 582-5134.
BP.ST PART T1MP IOR IN LYNCHBURG. Telemarketers needed, excellent
wages. Up to $7.75 per hr. Plan your
own schedule, min. 3 days, $6.00 min.,
4 days, $7.00 per hr. Transportation
available, van leaves DeMoss Bid., 5:10
daily. Great hours for students. Mon-Fri,
5:30 to 9pm, Sat, 10am to 2pm.Call
582-1583
or
582-1587.
B&B
Presentations, 523 Leesville Road,
Lynchburg, VA 24502

SUMMER WORK/ALL YEAR PAY
High Comm. Potential. Free information. Earn thousands monthly even if
you ONLY work summers. 1-800-6996099 6Xt. 82180

SUMMER INTERNSHIPS- EARN
$<()()() - $6000 & GAIN VALUABLE
BUSINESS EXPERIENCE selling yellow page advertising in your
University's Campus Telephone directory this SUMMER. Excellent advertising / sales /P.R. RESUME BOOSTER.
Call College Directory Publishing: 800466-221 ext 230

Drinks

Put AI&l on
your resume
bejortyou graduate
EDUCATION AND
RESEARCH FOUNDATION

•ATHLETE'S FOOT STUDY:

Males & females, age 12 & over
with athlete's foot. Three visits
over 4 weeks. CALL IMMEDIATELY FOR AN APPOINTMENT. STUDY PAYS $60.
•ATOPIC DERMATITIS STUDY
(Eczema, red, irritated skin):
Males & females, age 7-16 with
moderate to severe atopic dermatitis. 8 visits over a 5 week period.
STUDY PAYS $120.
PSORIASIS STUDY: Males &
females, Ages 21-65 who have
been diagnosed with psoriasis and
have a current active case.
Females of childbearing potential
are excluded from this study. 9
visits over a 12 week period.
STUDY PAYS $200

1996 FALL MARKETING
OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE
AT&T is seeking ambitious, sales-oriented
students to participate in our 7-day
on-campus marketing program selling
AT&T products & services. Hours are
flexible with top compensation &
bonuses. Must be available 1-2 weeks
prior to the start of classes. We need:

AT&T STUDENT
CAMPUS MANAGER
To be responsible for overall event
implementation, daily management &
training of student group. Requires
strong leadership ability. Prior management/sales-related experience a plus.

To manage a group of students on a
daily basis and assist with overall event
implementation. Sales/leadership experience a plus.

AT&T STUDENT
REP/CAMPUS GROUP
To act as our on-campus representatives.
Must be outgoing and sales-oriented.
To find out more about these great
opportunities, call 1 800 592-2121, ext.
336 or 337. Or send resume to Campus
Dimensions, Inc., AT&T Recruitment,
Attn.: TP, 1717 Arch Street, 33rd floor,
Philadelphia, PA 19103, or fax: 215 568-1701.
Equal Opportunity Employer

appointment.

2602 Langhorne Rd
(Across from E.C. Glass)
Lynchburg, VA
847-5695
Hours: M-F 9-5

S o f t E>rink F e a t u r e

President s Choice

AT&T ASSISTANT STUDENT
CAMPUS MANAGER

•UP COMING INGROWN TOENAIL STUDY: Call for an

Special Note: Please call or come
by to sign up for a study before
the study is scheduled to start.

2Ltr.

For Rent

President's Choice

100% Pure
Orange Juice

i7*

P i e t Coke Or

Coca-Cola
24Pk.12 0z.Cans

64 Oz.
Furnished townhouse
to share. Walking
distance to LU.
Semester/year lease.
$200 +electricity.
References required.
Call 845-2107
or 947-8557

President's Choice
G.RE.E.N. Paper

Towels 70.4 sq. ft
President's Choice
Decadent

69

2/^f^

Ice Cream 1/2 gaL ^

£

Freshly Sliced To Order
Roast
lb.

Round
Sourdough

1 7 9

French Bread ea.1

Prices in Thus Ad Effective Tuesday, April 8, Through Tuesday, April 16, 1996 In Our Lynchburg Stores Only
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities. None Sold To Dealers. We Gladly Accept Federal Food Stamps.

)
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Get what you
need — need
what you get ^

Australian tennis
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to country p g | {}
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Penn S t a t e outruns LU
McFadden leads way for Flames

The team came away with four second-place
finishes and four third-place finishes, leaving
Head Coach Brant Tolsma a little dissapointed
in the team's overall percame
in
a
distant
third
with
61
points
and
UVa.
By BEN DONAHUE
formance.
and
VMI
had
30
and
28.5
points,
respectively.
Champion Reporter
"Our men's team held
Among the competitors for the men's team,
The Liberty men's track team overcame cold Liberty junior Pete McFadden had a good per- their own, but I feel we
weather and a strong field to take home a sec- formance, taking first place in the 100-meter missed a real opportunity to win," Tolsma said.
"The whole meet we had people that I feel
ond-place finish in Saturday's Milton G. dash with a time of 10.74 and in the 200-meter
Abramson Invitational in Charlottesville. The at 21.71 seconds. Kevin Coley took first-place didn't quite run to their potential. The weather
was not very conducive for running; however,
meet, which included Penn State, Kent State, finish in the high jump at 6 feet, 9 inches.
UVa. and VMI, was dominated by Penn State,
The Flames swept the relay events, finishing our competition had to perform in the same conwhich accumulated 102 total points. The Flames first in the 4xl00-meter relay with a time of 41 ditions we did, so that's really not an excuse."
Junior Michael Prettyman added, "We perfinished second with 78.5 points, Kent State seconds andfirstin the 4x400 at 3:14.2.

formed well considering the conditions. We were
hoping to win, but Penn State was really stacked.
Our team has to compete up to our potential if we
want to overcome strong schools like that."
On the women's side, Liberty took third, 25
points behind UVa.'s 110 and Kent State's 59.
The top performer for the women was Laura
Gosselin, whofinishedsecond in the 1500
meters with atimeof 4:49.32 and third in the
800, achieving a personal best time of 2:16.58.
The Lady Flames had two more top three finishers, as Mart Kong took third in the 100 meter
with 12.2 time and Regina McFarland third in
the 400 meter at 58.52.

RICH
MACLONE

a chance

UNCG t a k e s
2 out of 3
from Flames

I've never been the type of
guy who got his kicks from
watching soccer. I have always
thought of the game as a rather
methodical display of athleticism. But something is making
me rethink my opinion on the
sport — Major League Soccer.
Back in '94, I watched the
World Cup games with skepticism. The game that I had
always balked at didn't seem
In the first game, junior Mike Brown
By KEITH SAVOIE
so dumb once I gave it five
picked up his fifth victory of the season,
Champion Reporter
minutes
of my precious time.
pitching five innings and allowing four runs
Still,
I
didn't
get too attached
UNC Greensboro's strong pitching and on eight hits while striking out eight.
to
the
game
because it was
"I tried to stop (UNCG) the best I could; I
Liberty's inability to score runs equaled
only
supposed
to hang around
a Big South Conference series win for got strikeouts in key situations and it
for
a
few
weeks
that summer
the Spartans last weekend at Worthing- worked out well," Brown said.
and then return to Europe.
The LU hurler seemed to have command
ton Stadium.
Perhaps it is all the hype, but
The Flames split a doubleheader of all of his pitches. "I was spotting my fastfor
some reason beyond my
Saturday afternoon, winning 6-5 in the first ball and-threw curveballs when I needed to,
simple
process of thinking, I
game but losing a close one in the second 2- to keep them off balance," Brown said.
find
myself
actually caring
The Flames scored three runs in the first
1. Liberty was also ousted by the Spartans
about
this
game
now that there
from Greensboro Friday afternoon, giving and then additional runs in the second, third
is
a
big
league
that
will play on
and fifth innings to hand the visiting
the Spartans the series.
U.S.
soil.
In the rubber game of the series, dominat- Spartans the loss.
Now I realize why I care.
UNCG's ace pitcher Jonathan Jackson
ing pitching from Greensboro's Jason
The game reminds me of a
Parsons shut down the Flames offense as he was pulled in the first inning after walking
game
that I adore — namely
allowed only one run on four hits while the bases loaded and giving up an RBI douhockey.
The scores aren't that
ble to David Benham and a two-run scoring
striking out five.
high.
A
lot
of times the majorsingle by Steve Wright. Wright went 3-3 on
"We hit the ball hard
ity
of
play
is in the neutral
the day.
several times — hard Baseball
zone,
and
most
of the stars
Pitcher Benji Miller pitched an inning of
shots right at someone,
have
names
that
you need a
and that really hurt us," Head Coach Johnny relief, yielding no runs, while Jason
translator
to
pronounce.
Now
Delinger notched his sixth save of the seaHunton said.
that
is
sports
entertainment.
LU had a runner in scoring position in the son for the home team.
The game has something
Friday, LU and the Spartans were tied at
eighth but couldn't get him home. The
else
going for it too; flash. A
Flames then went down in order in their half four heading into the ninth, until Dominic
good
amount of the players
Pattie ripped an RBI double, was moved to
of the ninth.
have
hairstyles that would
Greensboro started off the first inning third and scored on an error. The Flames
make
Dennis Rodman look
with a run on an RBI single by third base- tied the game in their half of the eighth
like
Jesse
Helms. Whether it
man Pat Calabrese. The Spartans (19-16, 6- when pinch-hitter Bryan Byler tripled in
be
dreadlocks
or fluorescent
2) added the winning run in the fourth when Kevin Brown.
Alana Berry / LIBERTY CHAMPION
afros
or
baldies
or SeattleBut the Flames could not start anything in
Jay Kuykendall scored on a double by left
LU infielder Keith Miraidi dashes for
CHUG,
CHUG,
CHUGGING
ALONG
—
alterno
locks
or
just
plain ol'
the ninth, and Greensboro took the first of
fielder Corey McDonald.
UNCG
took
two
out
of
three
from
LU.
unkept
locks,
these
guys
stand
home
against
UNC
Greensboro
Saturday
"An unearned run made the difference," the three-game series.
out
in
a
crowd
if
nothing
else.
each had two hits, and David Benham added
In Thursday's matchup at Worthington fielder Kevin Barker.
Hunton said.
The
management
team
at
Pitching was a weak point for both teams, his sixth four-bagger of the season.
Center fielder Nickey Phillips finished the Stadium, the Flames met the Virginia Tech
MLS
has
taken
advantage
of
LU hits the road next week, traveling to
game with two hits and went 6-11 in the Hokies. LU battled Tech throughout the as the Flames used seven pitchers. The
these poster-children for beauOld
Dominion Tuesday and to Richmond to
Hokies
had
problems
of
their
own
but
were
game,
but
the
heavy
hitters
from
Blacksburg
series for the Spartans.
ty school and turned them into
For the Flames, (15-12, 5-4) despite a proved to be too much for the Flames and able to hold on for the win. With the win, take on the Spiders Wednesday.
marketing
phenoms. Pretty
Liberty will round out the week with three
Tech improved to 16-12.
strong outing by senior Chris Jenkins, little took the contest 8-6.
soon
you
will
see soccer play"The guys gave them a real battle," pivotal Big South Conference games
happened down the lineup, as Liberty's lone
The Hokies took Liberty pitchers deep
ers
on
soda
bottles,
posters,
against the Eagles of Winthrop University in
run was scored by Jason Benham on a single four times in the game, accounting for half Hunton said.
murals,
commercials
and
any
For Liberty, Byler and Ryan Rowedder Rock Hill, S.C.
by second baseman Ben Barker.
their runs, including two blasts from center
other medium used to spread
messages.
The marketing team came up
with another great way to get
this sport some fans fast. They
commented. "It just seemed like we were a widened our strike zone," she added.
have come up with some of the
By LAURELEI MILLER
On Thursday, the Flames dominated
step behind everything."
best nicknames and logos this
Champion Reporter
By RICH MACLONE
Liberty struggled at the plate, and the Virginia Tech 8-1 and 3-0. In the first
side of the San Jose Sharks. In
Sports Editor
East Carolina's Softball team (28-18-1) Pirate defense only let seven balls get past game, the Lady Flames reached their team
no time at all you will see
scored a double blow-out Friday, sweeping it all day. One of those hits was a home-run goal of 30 wins for ~
shirts and caps with the logo of
Peter Aluma's awards keep rolling in. Aluma,
the Flames (31-14) 10-1 and 8-0.
blast by Stacy Radulovich in the opening the season.
Softball
the New England Revolution
the center on the LU basketball team, was placed
The Liberty pitch"It was a pretty embarrassing ... in-your- game's final inning. It tacked on LU's only
(the team I have adopted as my
on the Virginia College Sports Information
face thing," power hitter Shannon Tanski run and gave the center fielder her first ing unit gave two outstanding seven-inning
own), the Cleveland Crew, the
Directors team this week.
performances. Rodgers allowed only one
homer of the season.
Tampa Bay Mutiny (my vote
Aluma averaged 18.9 points and four blocks
Flames pitchers Katie run on four hits, and Phillips shut down the
for best name) and Los
per game last season while leading the Flames to
Phillips (12-8) and Carrie Hokie offense by giving up just one hit.
Angeles Galaxy spread all
the Big South Conference tournament champiIn each game, LU stroked 11 hits, six of
Rodgers (8-4) faced a tough
over human billboards.
onship game. Aluma was also placed on the Allline-up and couldn't manage to which were extra-base smacks. Tanski
I never thought I would care
tournament team, All-Conference team and
cool down ECU's hot bats in doubled in die first game, and Keith solidabout this game. In fact, if you
Richmond Times All-State team.
the doubleheader, as they ly connected for a triple. In the second,
had told me five years ago that
Aluma is the man in the middle on an All-Star
cranked out 25 hits for the day. Tanski knocked one over the fence, Andrea
I would even consider spendteam that is conspicuously missing players from
"We didn't expect them to be Schnelle had a double, and designated hiting money to see a socthe state's perennial powerhouse, the University
easy to beat. They were defi- ter Amy Wood went 2-2, both doubles.
cer
game, I would have told
of Virginia Only guard Harold Deane from UVa.
Wednesday's contests with secondnitely (good) hitters, and I was
you
that you must have a socmade the squad, and he is on the second team.
tired," Phillips said. "My ranked Big South competitor UNC
cer
ball
lodged deep in your
Bernard Hopkins of Virginia Commonwealth
pitches weren't working well, Greensboro (20-22) ended in two frustratcerebellum.
,
was named the Division 1 men's basketball playand we weren't playing ing single-run losses for the Flames.
Now
I
diink
I just may dish
er of the year by die SIDs. Hopkins, a senior
"We started off good (this season), but
(strong) defense."
out
some
cash
to see the
from Baltimore, Md„ averaged 16.3 points per
Much of LU's trouble on the we've kind of hit a few tough teams,"
Revolution
(which,
by the
game and 10.1 rebounds while earning the CAA
diamond
stemmed
from Phillips said.
way,
is
led
by
the
coolest
of all
Player-of-the-Year honors. The other three mem"You hale to lose conference games,"
fatigue. After four days of dousoccer
players,
Alexi
Lalas),
at
bers of the first team were Virginia Tech's Ace
ble headers, "the team was just Tanski said. "I mean dropping four games
least
once
this
summer.
Why
Custis, Hampton's JaFonde Williams, and James
worn out, and Uiey capitalized in the conference this week — that's not
not? I can think of worse
Madison's Darren McClinton.
on our mistakes," second base- very good."
*fe
sports to pay to see. NASCAR
The SIDs chose Sonny Smith of VCU and
The Lady Flames lake their arsenal on
man Sooja Keith said.
comes to mind.
Bart Bellairs of Virginia Military Institute as coAccording to Keith, the the road this week, traveling to UNC
I guess the college expericoaches of the year. Smith led VCU to its first
Suutia Bvuile) / LlftKKlV ClUMWuN
team needs to work on "being Charlotte, and will play their final home
ence
is really broadening my
NCAA tournament appearance since 1985, with
SOME WOOD ON IT — Amy Wood introduces patient and taking the right game Saturday against Hampton.
horizons.
a record of 24-9.
ball to aluminum against Virginia Tech.
pilches ...
we've really
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Aluma's efforts
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